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ABSTRACT
Experlmental aerodynamic tests were conducted during May, 1971 in the
MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisoulc Wind Tunnel on a 0. 002456 scale model of a Boeing
proposed space shuttle booster, configuration AR 1198I-1, and on the booster with
a Grumman G3-A orbiter mounted in a mid position on top of the booster. Test
Mach number ranged from 0. 6 to 4.96 with angle of attack varying from -20 ° to
20 o at 0° sideslip and sideslip angle varying from -I0 ° to 10 ° at 0°, 10 °, 15 °,
30 ° and 50 ° angle of attack. Reynolds number varied with Mach number from
5.6 to 11.5 x 106 per foot. Plotted data are presented in this report of the six
static aerodynamic forces and moments in both the body and stability axis system.
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FIGURES




































AR 1198 I-i 0.002456 Scale Booster Model
Tunnel Instsllation, Grit Size #36
AR 1198 I-1 0.002_56 Scale Booster Model
Tunnel Instsllation, No Grit
AR 1198 I-I 0.002456 Scale Booster/G3-A
Orbiter Model, Grit Size #120
0.002456 Scsle AR 1198 l-1 Booster Model




Wlng Tip Fins, V 2

































SADSAC Nomenclature of Aerodyzsmic
Coefficients
Model Component: Orbiter - O1





















These tests were conducted at the MSFC 14-inch trisoalc tunnel May 12
through May 25th. The configurations tested included a cylindrical booster body
with an axisymmetric nose and clipped delta canards, a swept wing mounted at
the aft end of the body with vertical fins mounted on the tips of the wings. A
vertical fin mounted on the body centerllne was also tested. The canards had
variable incidence, +20 ° and the wings had 30 percent chord elevons which could
be set at 0°, +10 °, and +_30°.
The test consisted of the usual buildup of body, wings, canards, and vertical
tail surfaces and some canard and elevon control effectiveness. In addition some
configurations included a Grununan G3-A booster model mounted in a mid position
on top of the booster. The model scale was 0.002456.
Test Mach number varied from 0.6 to 4.96 with Reynolds number ranging
from 5.6 to 11.5 x 106 per foot. Longitudinal data were recorded over an angle
of attack range from -20 ° to 20 ° at zero degrees sideslip while lateral-directional
data were obtained over a sideslip range from -10 o to 10° at 0°, 10 °, 15 °, 30 °,








Cylindrical body wit h an axisymmetric nose
1/d = 8.0(Ref. 1=272ft., d=34ft.)
3600 square-foot swept wing
900 square foot canard located on the body
centerline
( 2 ) 618 square-foot wing tip fins
Orbiter model m_ _ t_ _ _oo_er in the mid
position
Pertinent dimensional data for each of the above components is given in the
section entitled "Model Component Descriptor Sheets". The Data Set Collation




















































































































The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
Tae transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and -9 ere obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.4_, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks ere tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40°F dew
point end 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by e 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 180°F. The sir then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is s hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 20° (ilO°). Sting offsets ere
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25° .
lO
TEST CONDITIONS
Table r presents the range of test variables at which data were recorded.
At the start of the test, data runs were made at M = i. 96 with various grit
sizes on the body and surfaces (see Table II). From this series of tests the decision
was made to use #120 grit (0. 0049) on all transonic runs. The supersonic runs were
made with #54 grit (0.0138"). The grit were located about 0.10 inches back from the
leading edge of all surfaces and 0.06 to 0.08 inches wide. On the body, grit lines
were located at 45 ° to the vertical at 90 ° increments and circumferentially at 0.1
and 1.5 inches from the nose. (See Figure 13. )
The model was sting mounted on an internal balance. The sting could be
positioned to give fixed angles of _ or B while the other angt ..... _ :-_v: "_ed or to
extend the angle range in the pitch plane of the tunnel. Pitch runs ...... :._,: witi_
the model upright while sideslip runs v,._,-_ _.e in the _unel pitch plane with the
model and sting rolled 90°. Pit_? _,_,, were taken through the normal sector angles
of attack for B= 0, and through an extended range of angle of attack to +_20° utiliz-
ing the bent sting. Yaw data were obtained through the normal sector range _.10 o)
at fixed angles of attack of 0°, 10 °, 15 °, 30 ° and 50 °.
Shadowgraph photographs were taken at zero degree angle of attack during tb_
grit study runs (500-511). Schliereu photographs were taken for selected configu-
rations at the zero, minimum and maximum angles of attack/yaw.
Base pressures were measured in two positions at the base of the model. No
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per unit length "






























Six component _erodynamic force and moment data were recorded using on
internal strsln g_ge balance. Base pressures (C Pb #1 and C Pb #2) were re-
corded and utilized to correct the axial force measured data (CA) to a con-
dition corresponding to free stream pressure acting st the base region.
cA = CAF + CAB
CAB = (C_#!+C_ b#2) A__b
2 S
The force, moment and pressure data were reduced to coefficient form using
the following reference values.
SRE F = 4.6225 squ_re inches
1RE F = bRE F = 4.30 inches
Ab = 0.7854 square inches
Moment Reference Center: (see Figure 5)
X
y =
+2.40 inches (ahead of booster base)
Z = 0
13
TAN.,E II. GRIT SIZES TESTED
DATA SET I.D. TRIP STRIP NO. GRIT NO.
R34 05C TS 1 320
1t34 05S TS 2 240
R34 05T "IS3 180
R34 05U None -
R34 05V TS 4 150
R34 05W TS 5 80
R34 09C 'IS 5 80
R34 09X 'IS 6 54
R34 09Y TS 7 36
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ORIH'I'IIR - 01 Ptdw,,,e. 








Ratio _vable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord
At Outb'd equiv, chord














MODEL CO:';PO_'ILNT: I_OI)Y -
Y.
i
































WING (W6) - C__--__,,_w_E _ )
0.002456 SCALE SWEPT WING WITH AR = 4.0,
....... ^,=I_= 3_"












Aerodynaml c Twlst, degrees
Toe-ln Angle
Cant Angle





Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of Root Chord Bolow Cc









...____O.O0__ . 0.00 ....
















WING TIP FINS (.V2) (.-f'_e' _£'l,r_rS /o)
















Cant Angle (Roll Out)





Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC

















VFRTICAL STABILIZER (V1) (/w_LY. _taU#'= 1/)
0.002456 SCALE TAIL WITH 40-DEGREE LEADING EDGE S_,'JEEP





















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC














NASA _,'_l C _',_
IX,
MODEL COMPON[NT: CANARD (Cl) _'._l _a, ui-_ IZ ).
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 0.002456 SCALE CLIPPED DELTA SURFACE, WITH A







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord
At Outb'd equiv, chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge ltne)
Incidence Angle, Degrees
Airfoil Section
















































angle of attack, angrle between the projection
of the wind _-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axls; degrees
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-aXis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward thepositive Y-axis; degrees
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
air density; Kg/a 3, slugs/ft 3
speed of sound; m/see, ft/sec
bpeed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; _8ec, ft/eec
d_namic pressure; i/2_, psi, per
Mach number; V/a





NCMEWCIA_URE ( Continued )













wing area; m2, ft 2
reference area; m2, ft 2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see _ref or LREF)
reference length; m_ ft, in.; (see _)
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
base area; m2, ft2, In2
center of gravity
abbreviation for moment reference point
abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
abbrevistlon for moment reference point
on Y-arts





























force or moment about the Y axis
moment shout the Z axis































normal farce coefficient; FN/q8
axial force coefficient; FA/qS
base 8_iel force coefficient;
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
yawing moment coefficient; _/qS bre f
rolling moment coefficient; M_qS bre f
Common to Both Axis Systems
CI_ pitching moment coefficient; My/qS lref









lift force coefficient; F_qS
drag force coefficient; F_qS
base &rag coefficient
forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
yawing moment coefficient; MZ, a/qS bref
rolllngmoment coefficient; MX, a/qS bre f
llft-to-drag ratio; C_C D
i
























horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees

















trailing edge to the left
trailing edge down
trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
antls_trical surface deflection angle, degrees;



































A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those crested in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(8) s brief summary llst of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) e full list of all data sets containing all resident ar
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the date sets as well as
the above mentioned information.








If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant BADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
W. R. Morgan
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporatio_ Space Division






































£ 4 • • lid 18 S4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARANIE T¢ lC VAI.UIE I
D._OD
OAT._. N15" " : GVX'I_
_F _,a_.*._._ _, MODE[. B2 [E3401A:]

















• II 10 18 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PAMA_ Tit ZC VAL UI[ &
O, OOlD
OAT*' N181'. CGO[ GVeq[
ARI 198I-1 MODEL B2









CE340]A3 24 AUG 71 PAGE 2
&Y (qlr_ll. NAC_
4.t51















24 AUG 71 PAGE 3
-'° E i
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Oalr/i It|iT. C(Zll iVll_















































£ 4 • • 10 18 t4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
_ARAKTRI C VAL_I
O.GO_
•_' 1_'_>._-I MODEL B2 (EB401A]












24 AUG 71 PAGE 5
LONGITUOINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
:i






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
PAma_l_Tm|C VAL UI_S
O,OOO
DATA W.I[aT. C¢OK 4v4q[
ARI1981-1 MODEL G2 (E340IA]
I,G, sll £0 88 84
REF£RENC[ INF_NATI_





































Z I • :
- °
F-.- • O -"
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Z • • :
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IJ "4.0 m















[,_ )", H;_ E (rV_[
A.-__ :9_.,,-! M('JDEL B2 (E3401A]
It II I0 II 1-4
I[F[I[NC[ INFOaINATIO_

















































































































































• 4 41 • 10 1£ 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
PANA/G_ Yll| C V,l+kU£JI,
O.OOO CANARD O,O0 O
DATA NJJT* COOer GY_
ARII981-1 MODEL B2C12 (E3402A)









24 AUG 71 PAGE 10











PARAi4_ TN | _; VALUES
O .OnO CANA It 0
• • 112 It 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREE_
0.000
iDA," HIJST. ++ . G¥*£
AiR1198 _ - i MODEL B2C12 (E3402A)
I I l II 10 18 14
I(t[t[MC[ INtOIMIII_




YNNP OeOOOO 1 IN.
ZNNP O.O00O IN.
8CAL[ o.oole
























- • • • 4
ST N|OL #AC# FAIIAM(TD| C VALU(D
0 $ .gST mrTA O.O00 CANARD
DATA MID'Jr. ¢C0 Ir 6V_
M492-MSFC AR11981-1 MODEL
LONGITUDINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
• • I0 III t4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
O.OgO
B2C12









(E3402A] 24 AUG 71 PAGE 12
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II
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ANGLE OF ATTAC_, ALPHA. DEGREES
4.? Mn 016 N_r _.h PAIIA)'_ 1[_ XC VALUI[ 8
(_) _ .QS_" I_T_' 0.000 CANAID
M492-MSFC. AWI19' ' J MODEL
O.OOO
B2C12
II I0 II 14
aEFERENC[ INFOiINAT|4_I











































I I i I
41 • I0 II 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
8.800






















































£ 4 • • JO 18 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PANANE TNI C VALU[ 8
G.OGO CANARD G.GOID
[_ATA H_31 _ L'.'_F" 6vor
A_I ]gK_-I MODEL B2C12 (E34 02A)
NEFRRRNCE |NFG4tNAT|_
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
PANAN[lltIC VALUES
O.OOO CANARD O.OOO


























































































PANAM[ TII | C VAI..U[ S








Data N;+; .... J_£ 6VlqC








































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
O.OOG
B2C ] 2
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,._.i_ HIS;. .'. r &vsr
,_F:IWgt 2 ! MODEL B2WG (E3403A)









24 AUG 71 PAGE 19
LON61TUDINALSTABILITYCH^RACTER]STICS
lY )IDOL. NACH
_ 1._51m ETA3%4ao D(llk
_) 4 .tSI il IJICfl
M492-MSFC
• 4 • • $0 1£
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
PANANIr TRIC VaLt*q[ J
O.OOO DIlL O.OOn
O.O00 (t IrVTIt D.OOD
0.000













24 AUG 7! , PAGE 20
_,fNJ_ NaCN
0,4£'_. L,£N
_ 0.091 _kI I,.11_
G,99_
M492-MSFC ^P_!'_81 • " MODEL.
LONGITUDINALSIABILITYCHARACIERISIICS
i
Z 4 ii I |O Ill 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES













































• 4 • • 10 Is' 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
IIAIIAII[T•|C VALIJI( II
O.•OO O(I. 0.000
O.OOO IrL(v TII O.•OO
O.O•O
• ATA •lIT. ¢_1 &y_
ARII981-I MODEL B2VG (E3403A)









24 AUG 71 PAGE 22
LONGITUDINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
• • SO SB X4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
lY NBOL NACI_ PaRA_T•|C VA L LI( 8
o._c _TA O.OOO OILo.lloJ D(II O.O00 [L£ v TII
O.OSS Al LRON 0.06 n
O.gl_
(_ |.lllZ DATA *f|vTT. CCC_ 4V$£
























• 4 I • tO ll 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAII[TIZC VALU[i
O.O00 DEL O.OOO
0.000 [L£V TR O.O00
0.000
0ATA HILT. ¢00[ iV$[









(E3403A) 24 AUG 71 PAGE 24
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O • 4 • • l0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAIIE'II|C VALIA[$




<) 0.1911 AI LIION 0.000
O.t4113.11111
(_ I.IIII OITA HilT, ++(IID+ IVll r


























LONGI TUDINAL STABILI TY CHARACTERlSTl CS
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OaYa His1'. CGOI[ Gve*"
AR11981-I MODEL G2VG (E3403A)
i
I
10 10 80 88 84
R£FERENC[ INF(_qMATION
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O° IlO00. IJO|












DATA HZST. CO_( GV_[
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAII[ TII l C VALUI[ 8
O. OOO DIlL O . DOG
O.OO0 I'L.I V Tll 0.000
O.OOO
_fa HILT. ¢_E GV_
ARII981-I MODEL B2WG (E3403A]
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LONGITUDINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS











• 4 • • I0 ll 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PalANs" 1_ | C V&LU•O
0.000 DEL 0.000
0.000 IrLKv TI 0.000
0.000
DaTA NIIY. C_i lY_
















LONG]TUDINAL STABILI TY CHARACTER]STItS
0 • 4 • • lO $£
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
PAIIAI4( TII | C VAIU[ I
_I_ TA 0. OI) O DIlL n. 000
D(R O.OO0 [I.1[ v tll 0.000
AILR_ O.ooc'
DATA HIS+++ ,:_lr G¥,lt,(

















_+ 4.11111 A| I.JION
M492-MSFC
LONGITUDINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
• 4 ¢J • SO Ill
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
PARIAN[ Till C VAL UI[I
0 . OOO O Ir L 0. DOG
0.000 [I,.£V Tll 0.000
O.OOO
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D.4 O.S 0.6 0.7
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
OATA H_I7. _[ GVO[
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
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LONGITUDINAL STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

















• • 10 St J,4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
iMr NJ)O_ NACH
n. 401 iN[ TA
0. il01 DI[R
0 G.StB AI Lm_l
_ 0.144$. 004
[_ |.100 DATa NIST. C_'_£ G,¥_£
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O. OOD DIlL O. OOO
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0 I_ °41DO A| MI_I
_ 4.051
M492-MSFC
• 4 • • SO lit
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.
PAIIAI#_TR|C VALU( J
O. O01O OI[L o.ono
0.000 ¢l.KV Yll O,OOO
0,000 CANARD O.OOO
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O. IS_J_. II_TA 0oO00 Dr/,.O. 4,0| D[R O.OGO £L£VTN
O 0._;9_ a! LII_ 0,000 CANARC
_ Dot44| ° 004
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAN(TRIC VALUIEI
BIOTA OoO00 DEL 0.000
DEm 0.000 ELEVT• 0.000
AILRq_4 O.OOO CANARD 0*000
DA;A HilT. C_ G¥4|
AR_Ig_!-_ MODEL B2WGCI2V2 CE3405A}
















M4g2-MSFC AR11981-1 MOOEL B2WGC12V2 [E3405A) 24 AUG 71 PAGE 42
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OYIq}_4. NACN PARANETR|C VALU(| IlEFirmdrNC[ |NFOI_NAT|Q_
o.oos IN[IA O.OgO •EL O.OOO H[F 4.•••i lie. |N.n.#o_. DEll o.nGo [L[VTR 0.DO0 I,J£1r 0.,DO00 IN.
_H_[F 4,8000 iN.
_) 0.409 AILROP_ O,OOD (ANARC 0.0On arNll P 1.4000 |N.
O .044 YNRP O.OOOO IN.J. 004 arNNP 0. 0 | N.
M492-MSFC AR1198I- 1 MODEL B2WGCI2V2 (E3405A) 24 AUG 71 PAGE 43
M492-MSFC ARl1981-I NOOEL B2VGCI2V2 CE3405A]
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES




DATA MIST. C_[ 6VO[
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0 I 4 I 1 $0
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
PARAN( TR 1C VALU[ I
KTA O.ODO D[I. O,OOO
Ds'Jl D.ODO [LrVTm O.OOG
AI L II Ct_ O.OQD CANAliC rJ • OOO
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RATA NXRT. CGOJ' 6Vqq[
M492-MSFC ARI 1981 - l MODEL
LONGZTUD|NAL STABIL! TY CHARACTER!ST!CS
• 4 • • |0 1l 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
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LONGITUDINALSTABILITYCHARAC]ERISTICS
O • 4 • • I0 11 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
Ir MB<_. NACH PARAIIETRJC VALI_ I
O.SDX Ar_rA O.OOO D[LO.llOj DEll 0,000 £LEV TII
O.8St AI LJION O.oOO CAN*tIC
O.OaQ
1.004
I_1 l.IOO DATA HZII. COC_I_ GVI[
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DATA H|&T. ¢_[ GV_
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0.4 O.S O.e O,l'
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
#YNROL. NACH PARAN_T_|C VA_U_8
|.2RR lrTA O.OOO D£L O.OOO1.044 _l O.OOO [I.EVTI O.DOO
0 ].4,g AJLRO_ O.OOO CANARD O.OOO
J-] 4.,|R
M4g2-MSFC
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"• * 14+0. . IS . I0 . II • I0 .II . III • Ol . O0 -.01 -,I0 -.ll -.I0 -.II -.I0 *•II -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
• It N•O4. IIACH PAIIA/_ TR | C VALUI[ S
0.601 IN[T +" 0.000 DE L 0,000
0.41.01 Orll 0,000 rLIry TII 0 .IU100
¢ O. IIII l I L.•GN O,OOG CANA •}Is 0.000
O. IP411I . 004
I'_ l.lO0 Data ellSt. C00£ i, VI[
M492-MSFC ARII_i-I MOOEL B2WGC12V2






































- 1 * 140. .11| .80
I¥ Iqil_l. NACN




OATA N|RT. COO( GVI¢(
M492-MSFC ^R11981-I MODEL
LONGITLIOINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
• 19 .10 .11 ,10 .011
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
PAIAN( TR / C VAL4_I_
O.OOO OwL. O.OO•
O.OOO IrLEVTII 0.000
•, OOO CANARD •. GO0
B2VGCI2V2
REFERENCE INFORMAT|ON






























































DalA HIIT. CO0( I, Ve(



















_. |llo HTAl .B$J I_•
0 3.400 A| L,•_
0 4 .BSID
M492-MSFC
8 4 • • |0 II 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PaRaI_TR] C; vaku[s
o.ooo 0(I. o.ooo
o.ooo [* Irvll O.O00
8.000
_TA NIST, CGBI[ SV_





































! I ! '















O.lle KTA0 o I'll D£J
O O.IIg A | I.I1_
_ O°BI|$ .OG$






• 4 8 • 10 18 t4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PAIIIA_ TRIC VALU[$
0.000 Oil. 0.000









































































LONGITUDINAL STABIL!TY CH_ACTER |STICS
• • • • 10 |Jr t4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARANt '/lt I ¢ VALU[ 8
0. DO0 OlrL O. 800
O.O00 r£J[V lrN O.OOO
O.o00
DATA Hill/'. ¢GOl[ GV_



























• • I0 18 14





DAIA HIST. C¢30[ GV_ sr





















• 4 • • lO ift 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
PAmANE Tll | C VALUI[ I
0.000 oIrL O.OOO
O.OOO [LEV YR 0.000
0.000
ARII98]-I MODEL B2VGY2 (E3411A)
llEFEllENC[ INFORNAT|ON





























PAIIAN[ TR l ¢ YALU(S
B£TA °.DUO DEL





_I;A _Z_*I. CO(I[ Grill
































Z .1, I !
I





























$.108 #ETAI .t)JI OER















• • Jl.O l• 14
















DATA Nil1". C00£ GV_!




II [; iii ii[
l : l ..... [
i i .i } ! ! [
I
I _ i_L .-LL-
,iii !!k
I 1 : ,1 1 :
....... i i
!




: : i I
I_ 1
I ' i 1 ! _ i i --
-_-I-_ T-r-5-



















_ D.P$11_ ° 003
[_ I .DOe
M492-MSFC
LONGI TUDINAL STABILI TY CHARACTERISTICS
[ ! ! !












] • • •
£ • • • |0 1£ 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARANI[TNIC VALLP(_
K TA O.DOD DEL D.DOD
D[N O.DOD [LEVTD O.DDD
all._W O.OUO
DATa _TS_, C._E GV*E
AR11981-I MODEL B2WGV2 (E3411A)















ID $• I s. £4
N(FEN(NCE |NFC_NATI_
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m
.84
DATA MIST. C_£ GV_
M492-MSFC ARII981-1 MODEL
LONGITUDINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
I w d v
! I _ .
: I : :
: ! : :
ii; ;
!iii




: I : :
i ivii
I I : :
i i ; ;









; ; I I
iiii
I I I I
! [ ! !
iiii
I I I I
[ | I I
'i I I I
I I f I
I I I I
I I I I
: Ill
I I I I































0 £ 4 • • SO 11
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
PAmANETRIC VALUE S
I(Ta n.ogo •El. O.OO•
• (i n.oGO £1.£v TR o,•no
A| L.R_ • oorJl_





I • $ • •0 tl 14
RIFENENCE INFOIINATI•II
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I









• 4 • • |0 |8 |4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAtlET•ZC VALUE B
O.OOO OI[L O.DGO
O.•OO Ir Li*y I"• O°OOO
O.OOO
DATA HILT, CC_E GV•[
ARI lS81-I MODEL B2WGV2
R£F[RENC[ INFORNATION












_ 0.151I. DO 3






• 4 • 0 $0 SI 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES




Dala HIST. CCX)£ GVO(
A_11981- I MODEL B2WGV2 (E3411A]
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II
11'111101. NACN





• 4 • • JO II 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PAIIIAME TII | C ¥ALU(I
O.O00 DIr6 O,On o
G,OC_ rLr¥ TR n.ooO
O.OOO
PATA Nl|?. ¢_( IVS[











































































































i , _I I
i i , Ij
o.' o., o., o,



























I : : i
_ !)) _
I







































[_ 1.094 DATA _|SI. ,,;_( G¥_(
M492-HSFC ^R1198I - l MODEL
• J| .£0 ,iS .1@ .OI ,GO -,O| -,|0 -.IS -.JO -.iS -.$0 -.IO -,4o
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
PAIA/4(TRIC VAkL/[I I(F[I(NC[ INFOilNAIION
O.OOO GEL 0.000 M(F 4,ILSS If. IN.
0.000 [L[VTI O.OOO LII[F 4.1000 IN,
ll_[F 4.3000 IN.













11. $ 4111 ilETA
i .1+t KI
J.4410 A I l,J14:ll
[] 4.11111
DATa NIIT* CGOi G'VI_(
M492-MSFC ARt 198I-1 MODEL
.III .IO .ll .IO .Of .O0 -.Of -.I0 -.II -.ZO -.IS -.30 -.31 -.lo
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
PAmAIII_TIIC VAbl_l REF£RENC£ INFORMATION
O°OOO DEL 0.000 SREF 4.4225 SG,XN.
O.OO0 [L[VTI O.O00 LR[F 4.3000 IN.







































• 4 • • $0 |£ 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
P&RANETRIC VAL IJl[ I
O.OO• •EL - 30.000
- SO.OOO [LEYTR * 30.000
O.OOO
• ATA HILT, C_[ GVS[
M492-MSFC ARII9BI-I MODEL B2VGV2































• 4 • • $0 S8 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PAIISH(TR 1C VALU(S
0.00 n D[* - $O.OOO
- SO.GOD IrmrvT| - )O.iSOO
0.000
OATA HIST. COO£ SVS[






















































• 4 • • I0 II 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PAIANKTI l C VALUIE I
0.11420 OIL - _iOoOOO
- SO.O00 (LJ[VTI * $0.000
0.000
_;'J mllll. ¢COi 6v*l_






























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAI4[ TR | C VALU(I
rJ. ODD DEL - 3rJ. DDO
* $O.OOn [LrVTR - $D.DOD
O.DDO
DATA HIST. COC[ GV_[














































_) O.eOO H TA
OCl
A|LNQN
• 4 • • JO |Jr 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
PARANIr TIII C VALuIr 8
O.OOO GIRL. - _O, GOD
- SO.ODD IrLI['VTIE - SO.ODD
0.000
DATA NIST. C_£ SV_


































































































• 4 I • |O +If %4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARANI[ TR I C V_LUE |
n.oon DEI. - $O.OOO
- _10.000 ELEVTR - 3D.O(:IO
0, OOO
OATA HIST. C_[ G¥$[


















































O.Z O.S 0.4 O.S O,O 0.?
FORESODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
PAmANE TM| C ¥&LU($
0.000 D(L - _O.DO0
- JO.O00 [LEVTM - 3D.O00
0.000
_Ta HIIT. C_( 6re(






.lI °IO .II .SO ,OI ,|0 -,IS -.In
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT,
PARAW(TR I C VALU(I
O.OOD DE t - _O.OOO
- 30.000 (LEYTR - 3O.nOO
0.00 n
DaTa NIIIt. COD[ GYe[
^R11981-I MODEL B2WGV2 (E3414A)
-.If
CLM






B8 40 42 44 4D 48
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.
PARA_TR|¢ VA Lf*_ 8
8ETA O.DOG D[I,, - SO*DOG
olrll - SO.GOD [LEVTD - 50.000
A| LDON OoOOO




































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PaS_ TNIC VAL_S
_TA O.OOO O(_ - 30.000
DEN - )O.OOO [_[VT8 - )O.OOO
AI_ O.QOO
_10 lit
OATA H;ST. C_[ 6V*[
































48 44 4O 44 |0 ||
ANGLE OF ATTACK° ALPHA. DEGREES
PAIIANI( lrR _ c VALtA_8
O.OgO OKi. - 30.GOD
- $0.000 £_rvT/I - SO.DOG
O.OO n
041'4 N1_T. CCO( 6V4d_

















DAIA NIST. COD( G¥$£





















|4 fie O0 O_
R[_(N[NCE |N_G_NAT|ON
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LONGITUDINALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS







la 40 4R 44 44 48 50 |8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAN[TRIC VAL_I
K TA O.DDO D[L - SO.DO0
DEN - 30,000 £LEVTm - 30,000
AILRON O,OOD
|A_A H|$T. ¢_[ GV$[
ARII981-I MODEL B2WGV2 (E3414K]



















40 4R 44 46 4e I0 98
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAN_TRXC VALLJ($
G.OO0 D[L - SO.ODD
- _O.OOO (L(VTI - ]O.OOO
O.OOO
OATA N|ST. ¢_K _VSE
















































DIN - )O.DOO (L.[VTN
AZLHOm O.OOO
DATA NZ|T, C_[ SV@[
AR]IgBI-] MODEL
0.8 | .O | ,8 i .4 1 .O $ ,O





















• £S .10 ,AS .|O .05 .00 -.OS -.10 -.IS
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
PARANE TR|C VALU_$
0,OO0 OEL - SO,GOD
- SO.ODD [L[VTR - SO.O00
0.008
DATA NXOT. ¢_( GV•(



































• 4 • • 10 |t S4





DATA HISl. C@C( GVI;[
AR11981.- I MODEL B21VGV2011 (E3415A)
R[F[N(NC[ /NF_IrNAT|ON
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"° LL.I-! !
lol _ : :



























4 • l l0 II 14





_fA flllI, ¢_[ GVI£
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• I SO 11 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARANETRZC VALU($
K TA O.OOD |[L |.|00
D[R O.OOO [L(VTR O.OOO
A|LR4_*4 O.OOO
DAtA HILT. CCX)r Gvi¢l;
AR I1981 - I MODEL B2WGV2011 (E3415A]
i
i



































































O.O00 IrLIrV TI O,OOO
o.OnO
Oafi NZlI". COOl[ t.VoK


































• 4 t • $0 II 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA, DEGREES
PAItA_TII|C VALUES
0.000 °EL °.nod
0.000 [I.£V TR o*nDo
0.000
OATA HIST, C_[ GV$[
^RI1981-I MODEL B2WGV2011 (E3415A)
















































O • ,4 II II IP 11_
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
PARANETRI¢ VALUe|
IN[TA O.OOg 0WL, O,OOO




OAT4 H|ST, CO0( GVll_
















































0 • 4 • • SO 1£
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.
PARA_q_ TR I C VALUED
I_TA O. °rJO DrL. O.O@O
D[il n.onO [L[YT• O.ODO
A | LR t_4 G.O tin



















































Syw|¢l. NACH FARAN(TRIC VALI._|
_) 0.40£ DE TA O.OOO O[_
OER O.OOO [L[VTR
A|I.JI_ O.OOO































































• lJ .I0 .l| .SO .0| .DO -,01 -.I0 -.I$





DATA HILT. C_£ GV_[
ARI1981-1 MODEL B2W6V2011 (E3415^)








































-'*0 - • - • - 4 " • •
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
PARANETRIC VALU_ $
IETA O.00O 0[L O.0OO
DI[R O.OOP [I.£V TII O.OOO
AI LIIGN O.OOP CANARD 0.000
OATA N|,IT, (;GO( G¥4;1[























































I ! i ,








-4 -2 0 • 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
8YNBO/. NACH PARANI[TRXC ¥ALU[•
O.St9 IN[TA O.OOO D£L D.DOO
_.ze? DER O.GOO EL[VTR O.OOO
A|LAq_4_i G*OGG CANARD O,OOO
F
_A;A H|ST. C_[ GV_[











• • SO st
REFERENC( ;NFOIENATXON

















LONGITUDINAL STABILI TY CHARACTERISTItS
DATA NZIIT. C_ Ir GvBIr
^R11981-! MODEL B2VGV2C! 2011
0 • 4
ALPHA, DEGREES
(E3417C3 2d AUG 71 PAGE 202












































-4 - • 0 • 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALU[I
IETA O.OOG OIL 0.000
DIN O.OOO [L.[VTm 0.000
A|LRON 0.000 CANARD 0.000
OATA HILT. C_X_£ GV*£






















_T4 HIST. COLD[ 01f$[
ARt ]981 -! HODEL B2W6V2C 12011
• 4
DEGREES








-I r'j - • - • - 4 * • 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,
PANAI,((TR ZC VALL/(I
I_TA n*DGG DIL 0.000
DEN 0.OOO [LIV Tn 0.0oo
AI LRCe4 O.OOO CANAnD 0.000





























LL _ _ i





,-+ L_ _ _.._. -




Z - IISE. L r
r
3 0
e -s.+ L-- i _
j












- I - I
iv_l<_. NACN PAR_N_TRIC VA_U(I
o._II IN[TA 0.000 D[_I.llP O£l 0,000 (L(¥T/
A|kROll O.OOG CAMARO
-4 -£ 0


























O.,ITA HILT. CODE i¥11





+ ......... _ .... B_ ....




: ,' | ]
: -- _ _ ....
i
............,

















O,l 0.11 0.| 0,4 O,II O,I O,T
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFZCIENT, CDF
PAIANItTRZC VALUK$
BIOTA O.OgO DEL O,OOO
OEI 0.000 [kEVTI O,OOO
AXLJION O.OOO CANAID O,OOO
OATA NZIT. COO Ir OVO Ir









































DaTa N|IT. CC_ Ir r,V'e,(



























DATA I(T ITml<)l. CCNF|GURATZGI4 G[ICRIPT|GN
CIS4OAA) _ W4+£-NIF¢ ARSltlI-I IIGOIL |£tdIC|I¥£
|$_401A ) _ NdD11-NIFC AR2|gR|-| IIK)O(L 111W6CIIVII[iIOlA) DATA NOT AVAII.AILI t_ ALk CONDITICIll4[$4DYA) N4?£-NSFC AR_|RR|*| 14GOIL IIIW6¢IapV11
i
11 11 |0 I aP 14 III









O.O00 -apO,O00 O.O00 0.000 III[F
0.000 0.000 0.000 O.O00 LilIF
O.O00 $0.000 0,000 0.000 III[F




















































































Btt_CASVZ O.OOO O.OOO 0.000
118_C18Y2 O.OOO SO,ODD O.OO0













































DATA IH[T 8YNOOt. CGNIrIGURAT|ON DI[|CNIPT|GN
• • I| II 14 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ITA
II
CANARD [i.l[ VTR AI LICII
_) 7_i_ DATA NOT AVAI|..AIL[ tall ALL ¢OICI|TJGII|Itl4DJ-NSFC AR$1B||-I NOO[L
III401A) _ NIII-NSFC AIIIIi|-I liK_IL











0.000 -80.000 O.DOD 0.000 ImEF
O.OOO O.OOO O.DOD 0.000 LREF
O.ODO 10.000 O.OOO O.00O |NEF




































II • |0 |8 t 4 Sit
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
tO 80 Re E4
• ATA _rT 8YNJOL CONF|GUNATZONDKACN|PT|CN
((S4OAA) Q III418-NJFC ANll,e]-$ ;4GO(L JAbICIAV8
(JSAOSA) _ N40J-NSFC ARISJS|-I _(L 82i_CJ,VZ((JdO4A) ,ATA NOT AVA|L.AJ/..E ,OiE ALL C•_DIT|_8(EJ4OYA) M411-NaJrc ARJl_8|-I G(L 8£W4CJ2V2
I_TA CANARO [LEYTN AILNON N(FER(NC[ INFORNATZON
NACN O.SIIT
O.OO0 -IO.OOO O.OOO O.O00 IREF
O.OOO 0.000 O.OOO 0.000 LR[F
0,000 10.000 0.000 0,000 BREF





















DATA turf iTW|OL CONFIIUNAIION OtrICSIPTION
(fI4OlA) DATA NOT AVA|LASL tr FOre AL t CCND|TIONSts_
( SI4OIA ) _ NAll-NSIrC A8|IIDI-| (_a _C! IPVI
(13,406A) _,_ DATA NOT AVAILAII.I_ FOB ALL COND|TION8
(ICi40TA) _ NABZ-NIJrC ASt t IdJl-I. NODEL ISkNSCI £¥I
'tI 14















O.OOD -IO.O00 D.000 0.000 M[F
O.OOO 0.000 O.ODO 0.D00 _[F
O*OOO SO,GOD D.OOD D.DO0 IRKF














• 8 IO lJ 14 11 t8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
I_TA CANARD rLrVTx AI LRON
£4
O.O00 -£0.000 O.O00 O,OOO ,5N£F
0.000 O.OOO O,OOO 0.000 LN[F
O.OO0 IO.OOO O,OOO O.OOO 8REF



































- • O • 4
C/_IARDEFFECTIVENESS
DATA MT &lrNllOL C_lir|GUmAT|Gll DI[DCN|PT|GN
iEDAOIA) l'_ DATA NOT AVA|LAilLi[ Iroli ALL ¢OND|T[GN,ll
I l•4OIJ | _ Ill4111s**NJ_rc ADIII DIII|'I ll_l[ L J_l_CI IV8|Jrz*AI)IA) DATA NOT AVA|L.ADLI[ IrOm AJ. I CONDITION&| JrJ4oTA | N4 DR-IIISIrC Amt | _ll| -I _lrL _tlmCJ 8Y8
• • I0 II 14 141 Ill 80 118
ANGLE OF' ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES















O.O00 *lO.OOO O.O00 O.OOO IMIIF
O.OO0 0.000 0.000 O.OOO l,,Jllr
0.000 IO*O00 O.OOO O.OOO IIIIIF






















04 : z- .
-AID _ :• i





















DATA _rT ITNRCi. ¢CWV|AUNAT|ON |[|¢l|PT|OI
iIiAOIi) Q RATA lOT AYAILIIU[ FCil ALL ¢GliD|/iOll
|IIAOIA) _ NdDl*N&_¢ AIISRI|*I _ILIIIAOIA) I&AIR-NIFC ANIIIR|-I IIL|IIADTA ) NAII-N_C AIlIIII-I NGIIL
I • III II 14 lI II
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES








R.ORi *lO,OOO i. OOO D.ORO ll[F
O.OOO O.OOO O,OOO O.OOO LR[_
O,ORO lO.OOO O.OOO O,OOO |ilV













• 4 • • |0 1,8 14 ILl ILO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA CANARD [LIrVTR AILION
r ,











" " : 1
;iii
I I I I
I I I II I I
I I i
I I I I
I I I I


















RcF_RIr NCE 1NFORNA yl_
¢ 1[_4OTA )
•4
OATA mr T &YNJiOL C(_IFJGUNAT|CI4 G[&CRIPT|GN
(£J4OOA} _) DATA NOT AVAZLA•U[ FOR ALL ¢_4D|T|CMJ& O.OOO -•O.O00
(li4OiA) _ N4,I-NSFC ARSJBI|-I _[L 01kmClSY8 0.000 O.OOO|•S404_) N4D•-N&FC ARJ|g&|-| _SL M_C|SV8 O*OOO 10.000







































O,OO0 SREF 4.6225 Se. SN.
0,000 LREF 4.3000 ZN,
O,O00 ONEF 4.3000 ZN.






G.ODO -10,000 O.OOD O.O00 8ilEF
O,OOO O,DOD O.OOD O.OOg LREF
O.OOO ,tO.ODD O.DOD O.OO0 IIR[F











DATa, LrT 8TNDC)L CC_IF|GUNAT|©N DrlCN|PT|Cll
(erl4OIPA) (_J DATA NOT AVA|I.AIIL r fr_ ALl. CO_l|TlC_ll
( JL 14DSA ) d_ M41)2-nlllrC AD_| tl_-| GEL •,_CS IV Ik
(El4OdlA) _ DATA NOT AVAZLARLE FOR ALL CGND|T|GN$
( Ir]D4OTA } [] N4 I)J_- N&lr C ARt_J_8|-S Jle(_lr L IlliE_C ! IPy•
• • JO ll 14 IN Sl
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
lirT4 CANARD [I.EV TR A| LN_l
I0 ll
REFERENCE | NIrODNA t I 0,_











O.O00 -•O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO IIIEF
O.OO0 O.OOO 0.000 O.OOO IJIEF
O.O00 |O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO BREW

















DATA mr'T &YNBOL ¢GNF]&UItAT|(:N D[$CNIIIT|CN
( I[34DAA !
( 1 _14nSA )
( Ir34neA J.
(l[lS4aYA )
• 8 SO lit 14 Sill 1,0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
IITA CANAR_ Ir LEVTN All.NON
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOil ALL ¢ONDIT|0N8
NLBI-NSF¢ ANlSDSl-S NGOEL O£b_ClSVZ
OATA NOT AVAILADL[ FOil ALL CONDIT|ON8
NMBB-NsIr¢ A/|$Ba|-S I400[L IJ_i_C|ZV8
NACN Jo|JJ
REFERENC[ INFORNAT|ON
O.OOO -IO.OOO O,O00 0,000 SR(F 4.6225 Ii,IN
O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO LR(F 4.3ODD [N,
O.OOO 10.000 O.O00 O.OOO BN[F 4.3000 |N.








DATA tort 8¥NOQL. CONF|GUmAT|CW DE&CR|PT|ON
?i)_44!_ i _ DA T. NOT AVA, L,AIL[ FOR ALL CONO| TZON8
N4II-NIIrc AmlJJJ|*| NGO[L _lCI IVl
NAme-NIFC AAJ|ml|-I NOO[L I£WICIIVI
([SADTA ; NA0S*-NSFC A•|lliZ*l _00£L |£k_¢S•VI
• • |0 SI S4 14 *e
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ITA CANARD [LEVTm AILRON
I0 II
m[F[mENCE INFO_NA T! ON
NA CH I. 944
•4
O*O|O IIO.OOO G.O00 |*000 MEW
O.OOO O.O00 O.OOO O.ODO LREF
O,OOO IO.OOO O.OOO O.OOO MEW








































° • • • 4 • • |0 |1 14 || || |0 || 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA lilt DYNIIOL ¢OliF|GURAT|ON O[ICRIPTI_N ETA CANARD (LEVTR AILRGN R[FER[NC£ INFORNATION
C£]4OlA) _4_ DATA NOT AVA|LA•.I.J[ FOil ALL CONO|T|ON• O.OOO *RO.OOO O.OOO O.OOO 8R[F 4.1£15 •@.IN.
Ill/Oil; _ N411-,IFC l•lllll-I NGOIL llkNICllVl O.O00 O.OO0 O.OOO O.OOO LIlt 4.300O z..([3401A3 IRe-NDF¢ ARIIII|-I II E llk_C|lVl . OO D . DD . . IWIEr 4.3000 IN.
(li4Otll N411-NIFC ARIlII|-I NOO[L lldCllVl D.OOO £O.O00 O.OOO O.O00 XMRP 1.4000 IN.
YNRP O.O000 IN.
ZNRP O.OOOO IN.
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ale' TA CANARD IPLIEVTR AI L.RON
¢M,CH 4.0S9
O.OOO -IO.OOO O.OOO O.OOD III[F
D.OOO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO i.JIEF
O.OOO IO.OO0 O.OOO O.OOO flier
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m411 N+ ¢
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DATA NOT +VAILAIL_ toll ALL ¢_IdO|TI_I41































































































• • SO lit 14 tO tO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
mrTA CANARD £LEVTIt A!/.Jt_4
• 0 88
Jilt Fir m[NC Ir | NIroilNA T 1 _4DATA _rT STNS_. ¢ONIr|GURAT|ON DarJi.Clllpy|om
(II_I::_:A: Q DATA NOT AVA]LA.L ¢ FOil ALl. ¢_D|i"lOll.
144 III'-NJl r_" iJJJOIl|*| ll00[ l lilaC1 •¥•
(Ir_jaAA) OATA NOT AVA][LAmL[ Ir_ ALL ¢(_IT|OM8
¢f_4nyA) N40Z*Ni.I re* AIII| _ I)li| - | lll¢_r I IIis, ld_C| I.V•
84
NACN O. 099
O.OOD -DD.DOD D.OO0 O.ODD IIIKF
D.DOO D.DOO O.DOD O.DO0 lNEF
D.DOO |D.DDD D,DOG O.OOO IMIKF



















• • ll0 1£ 14 iS |4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
I_TA CANARD [LEVi/ AILR_ R(F[R[NC[ |NFCRMATIOH
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOI ALL C_ITi_•
NAii-NIFC ARiI|I|-i GEL ILl.CiliA
RATA NOT AVAILAlll lO_ ALL C_NDIT/0NI
N/BR-NRFC ARIISi]-i 14•OIL |i_Cili•
NACN i.OO4
• .GOD -|O.ODO O.OOO O.OOO IREF
• .DUO O.OOO O.O00 O.O00 LREF
O.DDO |O,OOO •.ODD O.OOO RREF
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((1401A) 0 DATA NOT AYA|LA•_[ ¥0• ALL CGNDIT|ON8
(II4GgA9 _ N_O£-N_rC AN&lOS|-1 NC_[L 8•_C1•¥•
(£@40o_p _ DATA NOT AV_ILA•_£ FO_ A_L CGND|T|ONJ
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|(14OOA) _ DATA NOT AVAIL.AlL[ FOIl ALL CGIIDZTIQIil
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4 • $0 Sit 14 IQ 1,8
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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([J4OIA) Q 12ATA NOr AVA|LAJL[ FOR ALL C01_1T1(3141
(I&40_A) _ N41_-N•F¢ AR11•I|*| II(_[L B, WI+C|SV8(E_4Oild,_ •ATA NOT AVAZLABL[ FOIl ALL CGGttD|T|ON8(K_412?A) N418-N&FC AN$1•8|-1 N_O[L •ZttlIC$2VE
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• • 10 18 s4 16 lid
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O,OOO 10.000 O.O00 O.OOO Im[F




















DATA NL_T AVAIL.AIL£ FOil ALL CCNDIT|ONI
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DATA mOT AVA|LADL£ FOR ALL CONOIT|(MiD
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ETA CANAS.D [L.£VTS. A| LS.ON
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(£14OAA) [_ DATA MOT AVAII, J•L( FOil ALL ¢C4iID|T|_4S.
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DATA I_lr 8TNS_L. CGNFrGUNATION D[ICRIPTI_i
(iJ4OOA) _ DATA NOT AVAILABi.I FOR AL I COIkiO|lrlONR
(IJIdOIA) N4IR*NJFC ARSSRII|-$ NOOIr L. JlWlCs IV|
(I[)4DIA) NAI£-NIFC ANSlRII-I NGOI[ L ll8_CJ £YJ
(l[]14n 7A ) NAIR-lilFC ARIJIAII-I li(_lr L. II_C$1Yl
NACH 1.44 n












IrY& CANARD [L[VTR AILROtd R£F(R£NC£ ZNFONNATZON
O.OOO *£O.OOO O.O00 O,OOO &RIF 4.61Z5 Se. IN.
O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO OoOOO LN[F 4.$000 IN.
0.000 JO.OOO 0.000 O.O00 |R[F 4.SO00 IN.
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OAT& Jm'T 81rNl(_. CONFIG.URATION DKICI|PTZON
crl4DOA) I_ •ATA NOT AVA|LAIL[ FOR ALL CONOITICill
| 114OSA ) J_L N41£-NI.FC
( r 1401A ) _ N41 !1- NJl*lr¢
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| • i D • SO II 14 II
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
¢GIiF|GURAT|¢Ii DEDCm|PT|CN IETA CANAm_ [LEVTR AILR(_I
DATA NOT AVA|LA|L[ FOil ALL COliGZT|ClIl D,DDO -|O.DGD O,OOO O,OOO
NAII-NDF¢ ARIIDI|-I NCCI[L IlWECIIVm D,GDO D,DOD O,DOD O,OOO
DATA NOT AVAELAII.[ fOR ALL ¢OItOITIOND O,OOO ID.DOO O.OOD O,OOO
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IR[F 4,Ills li. IN.
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I • lO 18 $4 16 l,S
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA CANARD £LEYTR AILRON R(F(R[NC[ INFORMATION
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DATA NOT AVAIL ABL[ FOR ALL CCNDIT|GN8
N4DZ-NR_¢ Amlig6|-A _(L ,_l_C|DVe
M4De-NIFC ARIIIS|-I NOD[L 8£t_¢lDVt
N4DI-N&FC AD210a|-$ N(XI(L 88kmC|8¥8
NACN 4.BSO
O.88D -£8.08G G.DDD O.OOO MEF
0.808 8.888 0.808 8.000 LREF
0.888 |8.800 O,DO8 O.OOO |N[F
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O.OOO SO.O00 O.OOO 0.000 IIR[F
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ETA CANARD [LEVTI A|LION
NACH |*DO4
O.OOO -£O.OOD O.DOD D.ODO III(F
O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO LR[F
O.•DD $O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO 8R[F
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( E54OlIA J
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
8rTA CANARI) trl.[ vTN AILIION
IO £s, t4
OITa NOT avlli,_lL[ roJ &LL ¢OIIOITIGIll
N41_-NSF¢ Illl911-1 G[L IIMICIIV|
• ATA NOT AVA|LAII.E FOIl ALL CONDITIONI
N4Bt-NSF¢ ARI_DI_-| _£L J_kl6C|_Vl
IIIACN S.lll
R[FERENC[ INFORMATION
O.OOO -2O.OOO O.OOO 0.000 SREF 4.1ZZS SG._N.
0.000 O*OOO 0.000 O.OOO LaEt 4.3000 IN.
O.OOO 10.000 O.OOO 0.000 8R[F 4.3000 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA mr T STOOl. ¢OIIF|GURAT|QN D[ICItlPT|CII
d[5401A) Q DATA NOT AVA|LABL[ F_I ALL COND|T|I:N8
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DATA IrT OYNIOL ¢C_F|GUIAT|_ O[$CR|PTZ(_
((I401A) C_ MAll-MIIrC ARIZItI-I G[k ||WIC||¥1














































































DATA J(T |YH|O_ {CIiJrIG.L)tAT|ON Dtr&CNZPT|_
|rJ4OOA) _) DATA NOT AVA|LAJLE FOI_ ALL CONDZTI,QN&
( |]_4D41A )
| E_I4DGA )
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C_FI GURAT| ON DrlCm | P TI ON
DATA NOT AVAIl.ABLE F_ AtL COI_iTI_8
0.4 O.l 0.I D.P
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT,
NL||-MIFC A_||I|I-| M_[L i_k_CJ|V|
_ATA NOT AYAIL_|L[ FOm ALL COMOITI_|



























DJTA _rT 8YNBOL. CGNFZGURAT|_ O£$CRZPT|GN
(i_40@A) _ DATA NOT AVAJLA|LE FOD ALL C(_dDZTI_$
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FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT.
• ATA aft ATNIA_. CO#F|GUI|AT|GI| D_rlcRZPTE_4
|[JAnoA) [_J •ATA NOT AVAIL.ABL er F(_ ALL COIID|T|_4I
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
C¢IJFIGU/ATIGN DIIClIIPTI_I
OATA NOT AVAZI.AJL[ FOl4 ALL CONG|T|OI4S
144SS-NJIFC Allltl|-I GEL IZldICIIVI
D+TA riot +V+ILAIL[ FOil ALk COIiDIIIONI
N411-NIF¢ ARIID6|*J li(_EL |_I_CiZVI
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA MT 8YNl¢_. CONFIGURAT/4_4 DEIC/IPTIC44
([S4DDA) _) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOI ALL ¢ONDITIOIS
|Ii40JA) j_ i44DZ-NSrC AR|ADZ|-_ _K_(L _l_ClDV8
((_4DOA) _ NADZ-N&FC AR||94|-I NOD[L |I_CSlY£
([140Ti) [] NADR-N&FC A/ISlI|-I _[L _k_ClZVl
















PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA _M[T JYM80_. C(_MF|GURAT|ON 0ESC_XPTZON
([_40•A) i_l OATA NOT AVA|LAO_( F_ A_L (ON0JT|CkNS
































DATA AfT 8YNBOi. ¢¢WVIGURAT|ON OE&CR|PT|GN
([SAS4A) Q DATA NOT AVAILABI.[ FOJ ALL COND|TIOII8
1[]4JJ_t) J_ N49Z-N&FC B_iilY2
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|[]AIJA) LJ N40_-DIF¢ _l_V_
• • sO St 14 10 84
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(I[iAIU) _ NAil £-NIIFC AR$ |gll|-J NC)OIr L I_l_Vl(1&4ILIA) N4 I) 2-NI_FC Am| |DID| -! N(X;[ I_ 8•ldGY•(I[J'AJLIA) DATA 1001' AVAJLAliLI r trod ALL CDOiADITION$
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• • |O 1.8 14 SO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
D[L DEll
1.8 80 88
EL[VTR AILRON R[F[R[NCE INFOitNAT|ON
114
NA CN O. ADO
-$0,000 -$0,000 *)O,OOO O,OOO MEF
0o000 -$0.000 -|.000 -S.O00 L.•(F
0.000 O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO IIR[_













OATA &lIT 8YNSOL. C_iFIGU_ATIGN G[_CalPT/_
(EI414A; _ OAT& NOT AVAZLABI_ FOIl ALL COND|TI_&
([141lP.Ji) _ N408-NaF¢ ARl|ll|-| IIO0[L |tbmV2(1345|&] N4411*N&F¢ AIt|4101-| 111400[_ J_VZ([&411A) N4411-N41FC AR|14141|-1 IICO[L _Rt_VZ
i
..... tr ........ + i
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-+I.I • O • 4 • • JO I It' 14 141 141
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
D£L DER £L[VTR A| LRON
14ACH 0.4101
R(FER[NCE JNFCRHATI@N
-30,000 "30.000 -30*000 O.OOQ SR(F 4.62_5 $G.iN.
0.000 -10,000 -5.000 °5.000 LR[_ 4.3000 IN.
0*000 0.000 0.000 0.000 RR£F 4.3909 IN.












DATA JICT 8.TNI.CX. CGIIIr|GUlIATION D[iCIIIPTZCli
¢l[id$AA) _1 DATA NOT AVA|LAIL.I[ IrOit ALL COlIDIT|Olil
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
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18 80 U
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NACH I, Ogll
114
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DATA Jilt 8YN•¢4. ¢GI_FIGUNATION D[|CD[PTION
(Ir3414A) _J DATA NOT AVA|LAIJ/..I_ FOIl ALL ¢OI_IT|ON3,
(l[aJ4|_A) _ NA J I)*NDIrc AJI_| | D81 - t N_lr I. jZ_yP(IS4SJA) iA_JDZ-N•F¢ kmJ|OiZ-| G[L IJZI_JVZ(E_4$li) RATA NOT AVA|I-ADL[ FOil ALl. ¢OND|T|ON8
• • |0 It 14 $• 18
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OEi. OER [L,[VTR A| LNON RE FI[RENCE |NFOItNA TION
NACN $ .I)4|
-lO.OOO -3D.ODO *3D.ODD O.OOO M[F
O.DOD -Ig. OOO -•.DOG -3.000 LN[F
O.OOO O.OOO O,OOO O.DOO IlIEF





















































DATA ear T 8YNDOL C_AF|GURATiON D[DCRIPTI_I
CE,4|4A) ['_ DATA NOT AVAI/..ADL£ FOIl ALL CONDZTI_&
(_IASJP,_k) _ NADZ-N,FC J_Vl
(|a4SJA) N4D|-NSFC J_k_VE
(EIdI)A) N4gl-N&FC B_k)QVZ
I 8 |0 ill: $4 ID 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








"30.ODD -SO.GOD -SO.DOG O,OOO MEF
O.OOg -SO.ODD -5,OgO -|.DOG /..HEW
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DATA NOT AVA|LABL.[ FON ALL CONDITIONS
N4.O£-NDFC ARIAII|-| NGO(L BIhflsV£
N4II-NIFC ARllilI-I lIO0(L IlWIVI
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DATA J, Z T IYNBOI,. C(_iT|GURATION D£JCNIPTICId
1[5414A1 _:) DATA N(_T AVAIl.ASk[ FOIl ALL CONDIT|ON8
(Z34|_A) _ NAJZ-N_FC AR=JDS_-| 14_Cl[k I_W_V_









• • I0 III t4 ILl ID
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
Dill DIrR EI.E VI'N A l/11(;_I
tO
R[FER£NC[ INFORN_TION
-_O.ODO -SO,O00 -SO.DO0 O,O00 $R_F 4,111S li. IN.
0.090 -SO.DO0 -S.DOO -$.OOO LR[F 4.3000 1_.
O.OOO O.OOO 0.000 O.OOG SN[F 4.3000 IN.
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4 • • 10 J• l• 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
O&Ta JIdC_ ,YNBC_L, C(_FIG_RATJA_i DE_CNIPTI._4
CE34tAA) [_ DATA NOT AVAZI.AJL[ FOR ALL C_NO|TI_•
(S_AJIA) NAD,-SJFC ARtt_ll-I J_4_(_ J_WYf

















































0[_ DEN (L[VTR Al_R_id NEF'EN[NC[ INF_qNATiO_I
*SO.DO0 -30.000 °$O.OOO O.OOO 8R[F
O.OGO -tO.OOO -S.OOO -S.OOO LN[F
O.OOO O.OOO O.O00 O.OOO _•[F




















DATA lET ITNDOI. C_/F'|GUIIATION DrDCIIIPTION
(1:1414A) _:) DATA NOT AVA|L.ADL.I[ VGii ALL CONDITIONI
( r_ll41ZA ) _ ll418 oNI*IrC All| |ll_-IL I_Ol[:L JZW6V£(ilI4|IA) N411-NIIrC ADIIII|-I_ IllO_IE L IIWi Vl(rllillA) DATA NOT AVAII.JilL.[ FOR ALL CONDITIOIil
• • SO 1£ 14 |ll llll
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
G[I. rJER [/.J[V TR a I I.,R_






















• i | |
IIII
I 1 I I
alll
• O 88 84
RE_ERENC[ IN_OIINATIOll
-30,ODO -iO.DGG -)O,OOO O,OOO llJl[r 4.1lll ll,lN.
O.OOO -IO.OOO -I.OOO *i.OOO LIIEE 4,1OOO IN.
O.OOO O.OQO O.OOO O.OOO IIEF 4.1OOO IN,













































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONF|_URAT|CI4 CZlCR|PT|Qll DIlL DER [LEVTI A|LR_ei
OATA NOT AV;ILAIk[ FOR ALL COIeDIT|CIil -3O.OOO -3O.OOO -3O.OOO O.OOO
,411-Xlt¢ Al_llll-I NOO[L IIWI+Vl O.OOO -SO.DO0 -S.O00 -$.0OO
M411-MltC illlitZ-I /iO_[L llld41Vl O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO O.O00
DATA PlOT AVAILAILI FOil ALL ¢_DZ T|_lll lO.OOO O*00O $*OOO $,OO0
NACN |.Ill











































































• ATA eJrT &TltW(_l. C_AF|GUNAT|ON D(SCRIPT|ON
([,414A) i_J OATS NOT AVAILAEtr FOR ALL ¢ONDZTIOR$
(•)AS•A) _ N4D•-N•FC ARJSBD|-| NA_O[L BDfdIV,(llA|lJ) NA••-NOFC ANS|•O|-| N(_[L 8Z_ISV£(£DAS]AJ OATA MOT AVA|L..ABL[ FOR ALL ¢ONDITIOR8
• • 10 1£ 'i4 SO S,
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES








-SO.ODD -_0.000 -3G.•OO O.O00 MEF 4.SD£S SO.IN.
O.OO• -JO.O00 -S.•O0 -$.000 LREF 4.SO00 IN.
• .ODD 0.000 O.OOO O.O00 BR[F A.$000 IN.












DATA IMCT DYNDO(. CGNF|GURAI|O_ O[$CDIPTION
(EDAaAA) O DATA NOT AYA|I, JBL• F(3_ ALL CONDITIONS
(E,AS,A) J_, M41•-NSFC _Y•
(I/4$SA) _ NASE-NDF¢ E_V•
([_AI,A) [] MADZ-NDFC E_tI_GVZ
i
• • |0 $£ J4 III 141
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES








"3O.DDO -30,ODO -3G.GDO O,OgO M[F
O.DOD -IG.DDD -S.OOO -|.ODD L,JIEF
O.GOD O.OO_ O.OOO O.0OO II•[F





















4 • • I.O |• $4 1•
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CCeIF I _,URA T | ell DE SCALP1| CI4 OEI. DEll El..• V TIt
DA_A NOT AVAZI.A•L[ F_ AlL CCI40|T|4_44$ -10.r100 *_10.000 -.t0.000
ll&lll-N_*lrC &RS$O•|-S NO0• t, I18W_¥• 0,000 -10,0o0 -5 ,OOO
N41i D-NIIIPC All f*l llll I - S 14_0 Ir/ O•II_V _P 0,n00 0,000 0,000















































































-_D.OOD *_D.O0_ -$0.000 O.OOO III[_
OoOOO -IO.O00 -|.OOO -S,OOO LRE_
0.000 0,000 0.000 0,000 IIIF













IS • 40 |l, 14 J4 11
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
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- 1 o I 4 • • I_ il 14 II il lo II
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA IF.; + .5Y_+-'_. CCN_'I;U_aTION DE$C;_IPTI(3H Girl. _lrl lrLIrV/I AILIION irFERrN¢[ INIrORNATION
1£3414,1) R _AT& NOT &VAILA_L _r F¢;)¢11 ALL C_|TION `l( I_S41Z#, 1 14,19 Z-H3FC AR1198|-i NO_L II2W6¥£












-3O.OOD -$D.OOO -30.900 °.OOO 5ilEF
O.DOG -SO.DO0 -S.O00 -5.000 LREF
_.OOO O.GDO O.OOO O.OOO BR[F












- • • • 4 18 JO 88
I[L[VTR AILR_ Nlrirrlt£NCr |NIrO_NA T I ON
C[&414A) i_ DATA NOT AVAILADL£ FOR ALL COND|T|ON$
(_4_A) _ I_DI-NSfC AR||981-I NOO[L BSiCE, VZ(Ii4JiA) N4JI-NJFC Atl_OD|-| N()O(L 81tdGVt([JA|)A_ DATA NOT AYAII.ABL[ FO(t ALL CON0|T|ON$
IIACH !.D06
14
-30.DOG -30.000 -3O.OOO O.OOO M[F
O.OOO -SO.GOD -5.000 -SoOOO I.REF
O.OOO D.GDO O.OOO O.OO0 MEF






































DATA lET IYND¢_I. ¢CIIFIGURA;ICII O($¢IIPI|Cll
¢•3414A) k_ #4II-HIFC Al_lll|-I I_IP•L I•l_Vt
(()IliA; _ N41I-NIFC ARI|II|-I NOID[L IllmMYl(|I/IIA) IllDII-NIF¢ Al||tlZ-I 14_£L II_Vl(•1453A) DATA llOl AVAIL.AlL.i: fOR ALL ¢OIdO|TIONI
• • SO |l 14 |1 II lO ll
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
Dlrl, DE111 I[Ar ylrll A | LIIli_l Rs" F_r IIENC[ XNlu',oR HA T | OIW
IIACN O.IOO
-SO.GOD *_O.OPO -30.OOO O,ODO lair
o.ooo °|o.ooo -l.ooo -I.ooo LREF
O.OOO O,OO0 O.OOO O.OOO II[f


























































DATA li_T AVAILABLE FCe ALL CON_ZTIC4q$
N491-NIF( Al||f_;-t N_EL IZI_Z
Ma#£-_:,'C ARllllZ-I N(A_IL IIW_VI
Mil£-_SrC A•ilISI-I NOD[L Ill_vl
• 3L I ,
18 |4 $1 li
ALPHA, DEGREES
DEL Dr& [L[VTR ,t : LRCt*
-3G,OU_) -$U,_OO -30,0_0 O.OLO
O.O00 -lo.noo -S.OOO -5,000
O,_O0 O. _rJc O.O_ O.O_O













DATA I_T lllrNIIOL CGIIF|GUIIAT|GW |[I(lllPlr|_l
(1134:4A) _ DATA NOT AVAII,.AIII.£ IrCII ALL (CtlD|I'|Clil
( 1[I4_L ZA ) _ NAOI-NIFC AIIl$lll-$ N_O[L IIWI¥1(II41IA) N41I-NIF¢ AIIIIII-I 1400(/. IIWt¥1
Ill,IliA) DATA NOT AVAIL.AIIISlr IroII ALE. CG01DIT|_I
t • 10 11 14 |1 $I
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
D( / DEll [LEVTN A |LmOkl
I0 II
REF[RIr NC[ ZNlrO(q NAT | ON
HA CN |. noI
14
-SO.ODD -30.000 -3D,O00 O,OOO SR[F
O.OOO -lO.OO0 -$*OOO -|.000 Lm[F
O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO 0.000 OI[F













• • lO $8 S4 |4 |$
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES










• • $0 || 14 l@
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
OIL 0111 [I.[¥TII AI LRONI)AT,i li[l $TN|G¢. c_IrlGUIATZON D[ICRIFTZ_
|E3414AJ Q OATA NOT AYAII._#LE F_ ALl. COGRG|T|ON8
[[14lZA ] _ N4IE-NRIrc AJII.I @Ri - 1 )K_[I. II_Vl
(il411A; ,_ ,14II-NIFC ARI :LIII-I _lr/ I_VI











-@O,OOO -3O.OOO -_@.OOO O,OOO IIREF
O.OOO -_O.@OO -S,OOO -S.@O@ LR[F
O,OOO O.OOO O.OOO O.OO@ |REF
































0.4 @.$ 0.4 O.lr
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF
DATA _M_T SYNBOL. CGBIF]GURAT|ON O£DCRIPT|_
([_4|U) /_ N41Z-NIFC AR|$III-I 14_O(L IZWGVI
([I4JSA) _.J DATA NOT AVA|LABL( fOdlr A_L COidO|TlCWS
N_C_ o,aoo
































0,4 0.$ 0.4 O,Y
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT,
GATA 81IF 8YNBOL, C(_F|GUNAT|GN DESCN|P[I_N
(EI414A) Q DAtA _t AVAILABL£ FO_ ALL ¢ONOI¥1_S



































O.| 0,_ O,lr O.II 0.9 1.0
FOREBOOY DRaG COEFFICIENT, CDF
DaTa _T IT_i_. :C_FIGURATI_ _£'LCRIPTJC_
|£34144) _ DATA NOT AVAILABk[ FO_ ALL CONDITIONS
(£34|ZA) _ Nagz-N_FC ARI190|-I N_G[L BZ_¥Z
(1_4114) _) N4_Z-MSFC AR119_1-1 _[L BZ_¥Z
















0.4 0.$ 0.I 0.?














































DaTA NOT AYA;LADL[ FOa ALL C(_I_ITiGII$
N4tZ-NSFC aRL191_-i NO_[L _Z_VZ
_4gZ-NSFC ARIiS81-I _[L BZW'DtZ












,IS .10 .OJI .Og -,OS -.SO -.IS





















LL 0.8 ,I ,I
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L_" t I _l_. L
_.__r_EFFECTi VEhES_,,
• iS .I n .OS
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
OATA I_T 8YNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICW
(_84S4A) _) OATA NOT AVA1LABL[ _OR ALL ¢OIiD|TZf_MS
C£&4JJ_A) d_ N4BZ-N&FC ARIIgS|-I MOO[L BZldqVZ


































-SO - I 0 I lo
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0(i. ELEVTR A,ILJ_
II
DATA u'7 lYNIOL ¢_TZGURATI_ D($¢R|PI](_W
IEI4SSi) [_i N41Z-NSFC ARIIBII-| 14GO(L




0.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 IIt|F 4,IIII I@.|N,



































































14 I • l.&
• *p
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COl:
DIlL OS'lq 11.[ YTII A i LIIGI4
111+I¥1011 0,000 0.000 0.000 O,OOO































































































- 4 - z o I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
_aTa *ArT SYWB_*. C_F/GURaTION DESCAIFTIO_* ALPHa
([_401F) Q N4gZ-_FC AR_I_;-I NOC[L _2 O.OOO
(£_4DIG) _" N49Z-NSFC AR11911-1 WO_EL B_ ID.O0_
([_40|N_ (_ _aTa NOT avalkaBk[ FO_ AL_ CONDITIONS |5.OO0







































































*ID - • - • - 4 - • O • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION alPSCRIPTION ALPHA
N40Z-NSF¢ AIIIL 1 la|-I NO'DE L B2 G,ODO
N4D2-1dSFC AIIIIgAI'I NOiDEL BZ _O,OOO
OATA NOT AVA|LAIILE FOR ALL CON_|TIC#4S 15.ODO
DATA MOT AVAILAILE FOR ALL C(_DIT|OH& 31,00+
1,4lO






































-I0 - • - • - 4 - • 0 • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
OATA _'T ITNBOt. CONFIGURATION DI[SCRIPT|ON ALPHA
(II40|i r ) _) N411-N•FC Am|lOJI-I i4ODI[ L IJ_ O,ODO
(EI40|6) /% N4g£-N•lr¢ A•; 1,I)lll Z - 1 NOD(L BZ |O,DOD
([140|H| _ DATA NOT AVAJLABL[ FOR ALL CONDITI(_N6 |S.OOO


















&llEF 4.6225 li. IN.
LREF 4.3000 IN.




































-4 -8 0 8 4






CGI'iF] GU•A T| 01'4 GIr $CI1,1P TZ _N
DATA NOT AVAILAIII.[ FOIl ALL CCHDITIOlt|
DATA NOT AvA|l..AOl.E FOIl ALL C_ND|T|C_I$
N4•II-N_FC AIII II I[ •S Z -1 114_lr L Of
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-4 -I 0 • 4






¢ONIr J| GURA T| (_ or 8,CE I p TJ (_d
NA•,2-NSF¢ AWtJ•O|-| NOOEL liZ
N41)R-MOI re" ARt tl)l|-I NOOEL |•
DATA NOT AVA[I,.AllU[ Iroit ALL CONOIT|ONI
DATA NOT AVAJ[LABLE F_ ALL COfiDIT,I[ONR
-_I.4RO


























































018 *JO 8 I 4 • O J 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
OATA _TIY_ C_FZGURATZ_ D[SCN|PTI_ ALPHA
(E3402F) _ N4tI-H&FC AR$1DaZ*| NO_EL 8_ O,OOG
([14OSG) _ N4BS-HSF¢ A_|IDI|-I N_EL 88 10.000([140$NJ OATA HOT AVAZLJlL[ P_ ALL ¢_ITI_$ SS.O00(E34a|l) N4D,-HSFC AHI|I,|-I H_[L 8Z 31.0••
Ikljl ¢I,I 1 .ISl
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-|0 * • - • - 4 - • O • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CoNirl GURAT: _ DICICR |PTi ON ALPHA
N4411_-N&Ir C AIl|l.llZ -| 1400[ L Ill O.OOO
MA,I-MIFC AIII Jl Ill- I NCOIL I1£ In,ooO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COHOIT|O_J& l|.O00
DATA NOT AVA|LAllL( FOR ALL CORD|TI<_II 31+.000
$.410
• • In I s'
REFERENC£ |NFORNATION

















































-|a - I - B - 4 - • 0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
¢(:Wlri GURA TI_ DEBCD IP TIC01 ALPHA
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Iroil A_L CONDITIONS O.OOO
DATA NOT AVA|LABLE F(NI ALL ¢ONDIYIi_IB |O.OOO
N4tI-NBFC All||til-I NODEL BE |S.OOO
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l 4 l 1 0 1 4 I





• ATA U'T 81rN•_ COIIF|GUItATI(_ DESCR|FT|(_
(s'iLOIF) _) DATA NOT AVA|LA•L[ FOR ALL CONDITIOIi•
IrlAO|G) _[ DATA NOT AtfA_L.A_aLF, FOR ALL C(:MiDIT|CI48







































*SO - • - • - 4" - • O • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET^. DEGREES
CONFXGURA_|(_i D_SCR|PTX(_( ALPHA CANARD
DATA NOT AVAZLABLE FOR ALL CONDZTZONS O.DDG O,ODO
N4gE-NSFC ARIJJIZ-| NOO£L |ICII tG.GOO GtOGO
NifE-N_FC ARJIRI|-] NOCEL EECIZ IS,SOD O,ODO
















































L^TERAL-O|I_.CTIE!_L _'_,_.i_gIL I TY CH,_kCTERISTICS
.I
• II IO I+II
PAGE 254
LATERAL-DIREOION_ STAI31L|TYCHARACTERISTICS






































































40111 Ill - • - • - 4 -• O "" • 4
SlOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
IIATA lit 8TNII_ CONF|GIJIIATI_I_ II$CIIlPlrll ALPHA C_IINARD
(III401IF) _) IIATA NOT AVAIII.AIIII,JI lr_ AI.L C_H,I_ZT|_H_II O.OOO O.OnO






















































S ] DE SL I P ANGLE.
(_P|GUAATION •(ICRIPTION
•ATA NOT AVAI_t|L| FOR ALL C_OiT|¢)N$
M4PI-N•FC ARI|A|-I NODAL IZC|I
•ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON_|T|GN$
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ALPHA CANARD REF£RENCE INFORNATIO_
O.•O• O.•RO 8REF 4.gllS Re.iN.
IR,ORR •oDRR LR(F 4.10DO IN.
|S.5OO •.ODD •R[F 4.3000 IN.
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-SO - • - II - 4
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i _ II i i
- • • • 4
C_NFI GURA Tl ON DI.r ICR IPT|ON
DATA NOT AVA|LADLE Fc_l_ ALL CONDITIONS
N41R-HI.FC All| 1 liP|-1 NocIr L I_cl_
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POll ALL COHI_|T|ON$
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COnDITIOnS
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-dL• - • - •
l
l
CGNFi GUlIA T| GI_ •[SCII I PTION
DATA NOT AVAJL.ADL r FOil ALL COIADIT|ON&
•ATA MOT AVA|LJIIILIP FIll ALl COND|TICIAS
•ATA NOT AVAILAIIIL£ FOIl ALL coHr+ITIONS
N4 IIIZ-NSTC All Jl+| 981 -I 11400[ L iZCI Ir


























































-$0 - • - • - 4 - • 0 • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CCliFI GU_A Ti _4 D£•Cli _PT|ON _LPHA CANARD
GATA NOT AVAiL.A•L_. FOil ALl. C_I:2TZ(_• o.ono 0.000
N40Z-N&FC A•lime;-| _,¢_Cll[L ll2CI Z JO.00O g.0O0
JL4D2-N•F¢ A411••]-| N_S'L JiZ_*$ Z IS.SO n O.OOD
• ATA NOT AtlAILA•L[ (rOll ALL C(_/DITION4 _1.00g 0.000
NACN O.8aT


























































-l• " • - • - 4 - • • • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CG/AF| GUJA T|ON _EEC•|PTZGN ALPHA CANARD
DATA NOT AVA|L.AEL[ Ff_tlt ALL C_AD|T|_I8 O,OOO •,0GO
NAI)•-N•lr¢ A•llSAZ -s N(-_DEL DZCS• llO ,OOO •.ODD
•ATA NOT AVA|LADLE FOR ALL CONDITION5 AS,jiG0 O,On•
DATA NOT AVA|LADLE FOR ALL CO_0|TIC_HS Ji|,OO• O,OOO
NACN S.Ijiji






















































DATA &lIT &YN•O4. ¢_F|GURATIGH D[$CRZPTZ¢_/
([_4GSF) I_ DATA NOT AVAILA|L[ FOR ALL ¢ONDXT;,ON|
(E34GZG| /_ N41Z-NSIrc ARIItSZ-I 14CC(L I_CS8
(E34OZN_ _ N4g_*NSF¢ AIli•lI*l HOD[L •2¢11
([340ZJ) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ¢OHDZTIO_/8
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LATERALDIRECTle_!_L c.i/iglL I TY {:HARACTERISTICS
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-4 -I 0 • 4 I II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
¢¢4tIFIGURATIONOE$C_IPTI_ ALPHA ¢ANAE0
N4_-N3F¢ ARS&III-_ MCC[L I_CLI lO.OOO O.OOO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ¢(_| TI@NS |S.$O0 O.OOO











































• • |O III
REFERENCE INFOIImATIOII



















































DATA NOT AVA|LABL[ FOR ALL COND|TIC_S
N49Z-N&FC ARl|JJ_-$ DiOC[L IJC|Z
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO_C|TIONS
OATA NOT AVAI LAIL( FOR ALL C_D| T|OR$
- • 0 •















8R_F 4.SZZ5 Se. IN.
LREF 4.5000 IN.
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-IO - 4 - • G
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
¢_FIGURAT|ON DE_C#JPTI(_
DATA NOT AYAZLAIL( fO_ ALL C(_IDITIC_S
OATA NOT AVAII,.ABL.[ F¢_ ALL CGOi_IT/(_.$
DATA HOT A¥&|LABL[ F(_ ALL ¢_ID|TIOiNIS
H40Z-H_FC All l|g£J-Z NOD[L •Z_12
I 4
BETA. D_GR_"ES
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_ATA NOT &VAI_B _" FOR A_L CC_._T_¢N_
_A_A NOT AV_|_ASL[ F_ ALL CCND|T]OH$
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Comr ][GURA T| C3tt DESCIIXPT|C_
OATA HOT AVAEL/,BL[ IrOli A_,,.L. C'¢_|TIOH$
N4i; _'-N.SFC AR||gAJ-_I NOCr. L 112C$Z
I:AlrA HOT AVA;LABL£ FOt_ ALL C(_ID|TZON3
GATA HOT AVAJ/,.ASL[ iro_R ALL COND|T|OHS
l .SlS
• • I0 II
_[F£R£NC[ |NFORHATZON
I_[ir 4.elll li.li.
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DATA LL"T &YNBC;;t. CC;"CTIGUR_TICN C[SCNIPTZGf/
¢[340ZF) Q N4S2-NGFC ARII98Z-_ II_)_ B_C_
(£_4GJ_IN) _ _ATA NOT AVA|LJL_L[ FO_ ALL ¢ON_]TZ_NB
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00 *O "4 08 0 • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD
OATAOICT AVA|I,.ABL[ FQaALL CONO|T|OI4$ O.OOO 0.000
N4tZ-HAF¢ Aml|08/-| llOOEL I_CSZ |O.OOO O.OOG
N4IZ-NIFC ARlIOAl-I IN;GEL |ZCI8 SS.| O.OOO
OATAIIGT AVAI_I.BI..[FOII ALL CONDIT|OIIS Sl.OOO O.OOO
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-10 - • * • - l - • 0 £ 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFI6URATION DE_CRIPT|ON ALPHa CANARD
OaTA NOI aVaILaBLE F(WI aLL ¢0_;_! TIONS 0.000 0.000
H4OZ-HSFC aR]ateI-I NODEL BECIZ 10.000 0.0OD
OAtA NOT AVAILAEL[ FOR ALL CONDITIONS |5.500 0.000
DATA NOT _VA;LABL[ FOR ALL CONDITIONS 51,000 0.00_
O.8ll
8 II I n Is'
R[F[RENC[ INFORHaTION






































DATA NOT AVAILJ, IL| FOil ALL COMOITXQlll
N41R-NI, Irc ARSIII|-L 14Q•EL BICS•
• ATA NO+ AVA|LAIL[ FOil ALL CO_IDZT|_I
i,.,,
J ,
• I i I
i+i
:!
-4 - II 12 E







































































_4_=I In -_ - 8





_ATX NOT AVA|kABL[ $OR ALL CONOITION$
_4_WSrC ARllBt:-| /40_[L |ZCIZ
_ATA _OT _ILASL£ :.._1_ ALL COND]T|ON$















































































































































-4 -8 0 • 4







DATA IM[T •VNlOI. CCIIFIG+I,;IIATIal DEI¢IIIFTICN
Ilri404F ) _ N4 I)Z_ NI, FC: AIIII90|-I NCCr( L Itl/IICI •
((1+4046) _ NII-NIIrC AIIIlII|-| NGCI[L •ZWTC| •
4[Irl404N | Nlll-Mllr¢ AIII$ II,[-$ NOD•_. IIW4¢| I
(et314124|1 OATA NOT AVAIL/ILl[ FOil ALL COtID|Ti_NI
(1[1404J| O_,TA NOT AVAZLAII.( IrO• ALl. CONOZT|,._4S
ALPHA CANAIIO ELJ[V TR A Z LRON RE FEk£+'CI; _.NIrOR NAT lEON





0.000 O.OOO O.OOO O,OOQ SR£F
I0.500 O.O00 O.GOQ O.OO0 LR£F
IS.SO0 O.O00 O.OOO O.OOO BREF
31.000 O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO XHRP





























N49Z-NIFC A_J: 91Z-_ NO[:[L IIt_C_Z
DATA NOT AVA|LA.BL_ FOIl ALL COND_T|(_iS
G_T_ _OT AVA|LAI_ FOm A_ CONDITIONS
DA;* N_: _VAZLABL_ FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CA_ N,_ _rA¶LAB[- FOIl ALL C_D|I|ONS
NAC_ C.8_'
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CANAR_ rLEVTR AI LRON
O.DOD O,OO_ O.oOG O,O(]_
In,SOD O,nGC O,OOD D,O_[
15 ,SOD O,OD_ O,OOD O,OOC
3_ .OOD D,OOb _, 0(]0 D,OG_


























LR[F 4,30_ _ I _
BREr 4._Dor IN
XNRP 2.ADGF 1_

























--_- []__ . .= ..
4 - • O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD ELEVTR




• |.GOD O.OOO 0.000
CONF/GURAT|ON •EICN|PTIOM
NSII-MIFC ARIIIIJ-I N_O£_ O£tASCl•
MIBS-M84rC ARStBJ|-t I1400£_ l_t_C|•
DATA NOT AVA|LA|L£ FOil ALL CONO|T|ONI
DAYA NOT AVA|LA|LE FOR ALL CO4MDIr|OR•
DATA MOT AVA|LAOLE fOR ALL CONDIYlC, N$




















I ! + '
























O.gOg SR£F 4.6|,$ St. IN.
g.OOO LREF 4._OOO IN.
0,000 B_EF d.$O_ IN.
O.OOO XNRP _.4000 |N,














































-4 -I 0 8




















































































-, - I -4 -£ 0 • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET^, DEGREES
$
GATA &ET SYNDOt. CONF|GURAT|(_d D[$CRIPTION ALPHA CAMARC [LEVTR AILRON
CR3404F) _ N412-NSFC AR11_-I N_[k ••W6C12 D.ODD O.oOo 0.090
/[_4O&_J /x N4_-MSFC AR||:_|-| NOD[L B@W4CIZ lO._G_ D.GD_ O.ODO
((3404J) DA_4 _0[ AVA|LABL_ F_ ALL COND_T|ON$ 5_.000 O.GC_ O.ODO
R(F[r[NC[ JNFORN_FION




































_4•2-NSFC ARS_dOI-I NOG(L IS_C_
DATA NOT AVAILAJL( FOR AL_ C_g|_|ONS
DATA NOT AVA|LADL[ FOI_ ALL ¢_gIT|_&
DATA NOT AVAI_AJL[ FOM ALL CONDITIONS
DATA MOT AVAJLADL[ FOR ALL COND|T|_N8
_,..dL
[
-4 -8 0 £ 4










































o.O0o SMEr 4.t||5 St. XN.
O.OOO LR[_ 4.50DO IN.
O.GOQ 8R[_ 4.10GO IN.
9.900 XMMP |.40GO IN.





































- £ O Z 4
{_iTJl ¢rT IYNI(X CCIIF|GUliATICI_ I__SCR|PTIOt_
;rl4naF i _ N412-NIFC AII%_ _al-I N_r/. I;_WECI Z
{(1404_) 7_ NdtI-N$FC a1111 81-1 NODE/. I;ZW6CI Z
(Ir_141)4N) _ i)Ara Nor AVAII.ABL FOR ALL t'OND|T|ON5
(E._404J_ _ Dar_ N¢_ 4YA|I.AJLI_ FOR ALL COND|TiON6
_£,_404_ Ca;a Wo_ _'LAIL, FC4_ ALL. CONCI|TI_,N$
m
. v
NACh () . 4ll_ _
SIDE SLIP aNGLE. BET^, DEGREES














OoOOO SREF 4,tZ?_ se.l_












O,O00 O,OOO O.O0 n



































































-e - s - 4 -£ 0 _ 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
_aTA mr T IYNIOL CONF|GURATION D£_CR|pT|(;_I





ALPHA (ANAR_ [LEVTR AILRON R(F£KLNCE "qFORWATION
NA•£-WSFC ARI|ISI-I NOC£L BZWSCI£
DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ fOR ALL CONDITIONS
NADZ'NSF_ AR_|S&_-| NOOEL B2WSCIZ
DATA NOT *_LLAELE fOR ALL CONDIT|CkS
|2
NACH 3.955
O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO SREF
|O.SOO D.DOG O.OOO O.OOO LREF
15.500 O.OOO O.O00 O,OOO BR£F
31.000 O.OOO O.OOO O,OOO XNRP

























































































































-$0 - • - • - 4 - 8 0 £ A I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURAI|ON DIICR|P/|ON ALPHA CANAR_ [L[VTR AILRON
N4D_-MIF¢ ARI|DOI-| NOD[L 8ZW6CI_ O,O00 0.000 O.OOO D.OOD
0ATA NOT AVAIL.AIL[ ¥O11 ALL CONOITIONS 10.SO0 O.00O 0.00O 0.O0O
OATA NOI AVAILAIL[ toll ALL CON+ITIO_I+ 15.500 O,OOO 0.000 0.000
M411-WIF¢ ARJIIII-I NODAL IZW6CII 3|.GDD O.OO0 O,OOO O,OOO















































































011511 -10 - • - I
• ATA lilt •YNIOL. CoNIr|GURAT|ON Dlrl¢llllli'l(_i
¢||404F ) _) llill- Nllr { AIIIItlI-I 1100[ / ||W6CI|
|E_14046) _ DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ F_A ALL ¢OHD|T|_S
(Ir341_4N) •ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL ¢OlII_ITIONI
(l_14a4|) DATA N T AVA|LAII_[ FOA ALL C ND|T]OII$




. i • |
-4 -• 0 • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
aLPHa CANAR n ELIEV TR al LRON
• ILO







































































-t.I -lO * • - • - 4 - • 0 • 4 I 1 SO II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET tYNlOi. ¢QNF|GURATION DEICRIPI|ON ALPHA CANARD [L[V/R AtLROfl REFEREN([ _NPORNATION
(E|404F) _ N4Im-N$F¢ ANIIII|-I NOOEL BZkqIClZ 0.000 O.O00 O.OOO O.OQO SREF 4.S12S It. IN.
IRI404G) N49t-NIF¢ AR$|,I|-| NOOEL 82_C1Z 19.500 O.OOO O.O00 O.OOG LREF 4.$OuO IN.
|F3494H) _ GATA NOT AVA|LA|LJ[ FOR ALL CON_IT|Ot41 15.500 O.OOO D,GOD O.OOO BREF 4.3gflo IN.([14041} N4,B-NIF¢ ARIIIII-I N_EL |2W4¢1| 31 ODD O,O O . 9 XHRP 8,4000 |N.
((_404J) OATA NOT AVA|LAIL[ fO_ ALL ¢OND|T|_N$ Sl.OOO O.OOO O.COO O.OOO YNRP O.OOOO IN.
ZMHP O.OO00 IN.





































































O,OOO SREF 4.12_9 li,IN.
O.OOO LREF 4.3000 IN,
O.OOO BREF 4.80_0 IN,
O.OOO XMMP 1,4DO0 IN,





































CFID404N ) _((I)404 i _
((34G*,J r
NA C _,
-ZG - • - ( - 4 - • C £ 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
C(:WFI GUNA TI O_ r [$CR IPTIO(W ALPBA CANA R£_ [LEVTR
IWaBI'-WSFC All1, Jll|-_ NODIr L. IIZW6CI Z O.OO r' G.ODC G.G_0
DATA NOT AVAII.AliL;_ FOIq ALL COtI*:ITIONS ID.SDO O.OD." O.OO0
O_T_ NOT AVAILASL _. FO_ ALL COND:TIO@_ |5.5r_ 0.00. r O.Q(}D
IDA'/'/, NC" #V,'ILAS",E F(_; ALL CONr';:TIONS 31.r,n_ r,.oG_ 0.Grid
_AT_ N@_ _' ILAILC. FO_ ALL CONCITIONS S_ .0[;)0 O.0OC O.DOC
G O 4
6 • _ft ;I.P
AILRON R(F[R[NC( ;NrORWATI_




















































N41I-NIF¢ ARllO•|*l N(_IEL IRWGCIE
MAiZ-NIFC AR$1;11-$ _EL BZW$C12
OATA NO• AVAILABLE FOIl ALL CON_ITICWWS
DATA NOT tVAILAOL_T FOR ALL COfl_|T_ON$
OAYA NG_ _¥4°LAOL: FOR ALL CCWMDIT_O@=I$
-4 - I O • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD Ir LEVTR Al LROI_
O,OOD n,oDg O.ODO O.ODO
10.50[) O.OOO O.OO0 O,OO]
15.500 D.OOG O.OOO O.OO0
3_ .GO0 0.000 fl.000 O.OO0
51,000 O.(]00 O.DO0 O.DOO
• |0 II
REFERENCE INFORMATION










































- I - I -4 - £ £ 4 I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARC IrL[VTR AI LRC__lTi KI ITMIOI. {ONF|;URATION _C$CRIPIIOh
(Irl4n4F') _;) N41Z-N|FC AN11_ 8|-1 _lrL. mZWECI Z
¢E3404G ) L_ M41Z-NIFC ANII' _|-1 HOOEL IZt¢6¢1Z
(Fi404M} 4 _A_A NOT AVA|LAILF. FOA ALL COft'_ITION$
dE54041 _ | H4_Z- _$r," ANIIr. O|- 1 NC_rL |_W6CIZ




G*GOD O.ODO D.ODO O.OD_ _R[F
10._00 D.OGO O.ODO O.GDC LR[F
IS.SOD O.O00 D.ODO O.ODn BREF
_oDO0 D*ODD O.OO0 0.00[ XHRP
















LATERAL-DIRECTI ONALS_ABlL ITY CHARACTERl STI(:S
-10 - • - •




• ATA NOT AVAIl.AlL[ FOIl ALL CON0| TION$
• ATA NOT AVA|LAIL( FOR ALL ¢ONOIT|O_A8
• ATA NOT AVA|LA|L[ FOR ALL C(_IDZ TXON$
NAII-NIFC ARIIIIZ-I NOI_EL IZWICSZ
N411-NIFC AIIIIIII-I NOBEL 12_1CI l
4 8
DEGREES
CANARD ELEVTR AZ LltON
• .•OO O.ODn O.0OD




















































































- ° . .• II|ll -I0 • @
-4 - I 0 • 4 Q
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA iT lYNIOI, ¢ONFIGURATI(_i DE[ICR|PTICN ALPHA CANARD E[LE[VTR AILRON
(l[14o4/r | _ N4I|-NSFC ARllll|-I NOOE[ L SIIbI_C ! i 0,000 n. ODD O,DOO O.OnO
(f|404i) NAIl sP-Hsirc ARIIIII-| N00E[L IIwecl E[ :LO.gDO n.Don n,DoO O.OO0
(JrlAO4N) _ OATA NOT AVA|LAEL[ FOre ALL CONg|T|ONS 15.S0 n O.O00 O.OOO D.(]D nIr]i4 A][ D NOT ILr R ALL O| | 31 .onD , Oo O,O0

























































4 - I 0 £








N4I|oNIFC Am|$1ll-$ NOCEL |_W4C12
W4R_-N_F¢ ARSLOI|-L NOO[L B_W6CtR
OA_A NOT AVA|I.A_L_ FOI_ ALL CONDITIONS
N411-NIFC ARIIBOI-_ NC_DIL BEWSCIR
DATA NOT AVAIL AEL_ FO_ ALL CONDITION8
NACH ).4D0
I





























G.ODO diREr 4.DRS.S Be. IN.
0.000 LR(F 4._OOO |N.
D.O00 OR£F 4.3000 iN.
D.ODO XNRP R.4000 IN.











































. .... ; " F '
L
*iO - 8 - • - 4 - •
.. _ _ _ --,--" _
_.,.,,._ _ _ ..... _ _, A #i,1 I
1 i! ! - .... r--.' ....i
J li_ I I W ,a ._ :}
0 • 4 • 8 SO
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA lit iYNi(N. ¢ONFIGUR*.TION O(ICRIPT[_
I £i404F) _ N411-NiF¢ Aliilii-I NC_£L IIW6CJI
Ill_Oii I _ Hill-Nil" //11111-1 Will lIWicll
i FliO4w) 14#ll-tllC lllltll-I NO_IL Ilil¢tl
Ill/Dill IAYA NtI AVlii..Allll[ FOR ILL ¢_D|I|ONI
illiidli) DATA NOT AVAILAILI FOR ALL COMDITIONI
A_.PHA ¢ANAR(; t= LI" VTR AiLflON R[FERENC r l NFORNA T iON
_gH 0.400
|l
G.ODG O.DDD O.OOO O.OOO iREF
iO.SOO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO LR[F
|S.50D O.OOO O.ODO O.GOD BR(F
31.OOO 0,900 O.OOO O.OoO XWRP




















































! ,,-, ,,., ..
O.O
-18 -ILia - • - •
L...
I • .i
_ _ A! A
i • J
C. : .Li ., 3
•v _j _j
-4 - 8 • • 4 • • S•
• AI"A MT 8YNIOL 4;_FZGUNATIi_N •trjJcNIPT|GOt
I sr3404F) _ NAi|Z-NOFC AIt_IDS$ -t NODf L. 12W1JCt 1[
| I[JIAO4G ) _ N4gJ-NJIFC AJl| t IPlI| -I, _rL ilSWQC| 8
(Irl4OAN) DATA NOT AVAILA|I.E FOR ALL COND:TI4_tqlt
11114041 ) DATA NOT AVA|LAJI.1[ |fOR ALL COND|T|ORI
(gaAO4JP DATA NOT AVA|LAilL[ FOR ALl. COR•|TIONJ
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANAR n ELEVTR AI LRON REFIrRENCI_ I NFORIAA T ION
NA CN da• liD4
a8
O.OD• 0.00• •.•OO •.OD• SR£F
|•.SDD •.ODD 0,000 •,ODD LR_F
JS.SOO •.ODD •.GOD •.DOG BR£F
3|,000 0,000 O.OOD O.OOO XNRP










































-:0 - • - • - 4 - I
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGUAA T| ON _J'aCR I P TION
M4D2-MSFC ARSISel-| NO_£L _ZWSCI Z
OATA NOT AVAILABL[ FOR ALL CON_|TI_4S
DA;/_ NOT AVAILAIL Ir Irodl A/L, CONdITIOn6
DJ.T_ _GT AVAILABLE FOil ALL CONDITIONII,
DATA NC: AV4IIAmL _r FO_ ALL CONDITIONal
0.447
0 R 4 •
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARC lr L[ v Tilt A| LROt_
O.DOO O,O0_ O,OoO O.OGC
ID,SOD G.GD£ n.ooo o.nc0
15 .SOD O,OGC n,ODO o.ncc
31,OCD O,OO _* O,(]OO O.OGa














































" £ "1 "" "
0
Olin • • A • O • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
_ATA JurT JEVN84_.. C_FXGUmAT|_4 DariCR|PTZ_4 ALPMA CANARD [L[VTN AZLIqC, N
(ES404F) Q NAgS-NSFC ARI$OI|*I N_EL D@ WtI_',_I I
| rJ4044_ ) _ Ir_l • 8-- NSP'¢ Al_$ $ I)J X*l N(_[L |•WgC| _
Ilrl404N) DATA NOT AVA|LADL er Ir_ ALL ¢ONDIT|O@d|
(EJ;404|J DATA NOT AYA|LADL.E (r_ ALL C_OIT|_•




0.000 O.OOO O.O00 g,OOg 8R[F
10.$00 0.000 0.000 O.ODO LREF
|S.SOO O.O00 O.OOO O.OOO 8REF
3|.ODD D.OPO 0.000 O.GOG XNRP















































D'-D -'lO D D• . .
-4 -2 D 8 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA tort 8YNIOt, ¢ONF|6UDAr|ON D||CRIPT|O_
([34D4F) _) H4BD-NDIrC ADJIDIlI-| NOD|L •|WiC| J_
(EI4D4G) _ DATA NOT AVA=LAILE FOR ALL ¢OND|T|ONS
(leJAO4N) DATA NOT AVAILAmL[ P_ ALL, C_MDZT|ON&
[ 1[1484 JI ) N49D-NDF¢ ANSSDD|-J N_EL |_W8¢| Z






ALPHA CANARO EL[VTR AZLRON REF£do[NC[ ZNFORHATZON
D,DOD D,DOO O,OOO O•OO0 SR[F 4.elll doi. ZN,
IO,SOO D,DDD D.OOD O,ODO LR[F 4,$DDO IN,
15,5D0 O*OOO D,DDO O,OOO BR[F d,doOOg IN.
$1•OOD O*DDD O.ODD D,ODO XNdoP S.4GD• IN.



























































|O.SO0 O,O00 0.000 O.O00
15.5U0 O,OGO O,0OO O.ODO
51.000 O.OOD O.OOO O,OOO































































- | 0 5, 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
C_I_ _t_r IYNI_ CC_IGUf_ATI_ Q_$'_ _IOW ALPHA CANARC -_V._
¢11_404G) _ O_f*, NOT &¥AILAILE FO," _L_. COWI)/TIONS 1_.50_ O.nDO G.GGO
rr;404N) 0 D*T_ NO T *VAII.ABL[ FO_ '_LL COND|TIONS 15,50(} D.O_'O ¢.OOD
















































-|O - • - •
-4 -2 O • 4
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CATA WrT •TN•OI. C_FJGURAT|_ OESCR|PTION
((3404F| _ _II.92-N•FC ARSlS•|-$ NOO[L •ZWSCI|
(F3404N) DATA NOT AVA|6A|L[ FOR ALL ¢ON_| TIOHS
([J404|) N4DZ-N•FC ARJLII;-S NOO[L •_W|CJ•
([3404J) DATA NOT AVA|LAmL[ FOil ALL C(;_41D_TZON•





O.OOG O.GOD G.DOD O.DOO SR[F
ID.SDO D.DgO D,ODD O.OQD LREF
&S.5OO D.OOD D,DOD D.GOD BRER
31.ODD D.DQO D,ODD D.DD0 XHRP





























































-zO - • • f - 4 - Z n 8 4
SIDE SL!P ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CONFI GURA TI OW _..SCII;PTI_ ALPI_ {ANAR_ £'.._VTR
DATA NOT AVAZLAB, E F'O_ ALL (ON_-TT|ON5 0,00[ Q.O_" D.DQF
_,Jg='-N_F C AR_" gaI-_& NO_L BZW6CIZV2 _D,OO_ n. r_oL D,DDC
D,T,_J _OT _VA_LA3,_ F._R ALL C_IT|_$ :1.5,_D£ O.Oi_L" O.OO£ _
DI_TJ _" _I¢&ItAB _ F_I_ ALL CO_IP|T|OINS O.DO r ZO._; D.DD_




-4 - a O • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA 8£T 8YNSO_. C(_4FIGURAT|_ DESCRIPTION
(E]aO•F) Q DATA NOT AVAILAJL£ FOR ALL CON_ZTION_
(E_4DSG) _ MADZ-NSFC ARIIDD|-I NOOEL B2WNIIC|_VZ
|_•40|H; DATA NOT AVAZLAELE FOR ALL COfVCIT|OWNS
((_4DTF) N4•I-N&FC AR_ISA|-| N [L 8ZW•CIZVZ
([a4DTN) N4SZ-NSFC A_11••|-1 NOO[L 8ZWSCIZVZ
ALPMA CANARD [LEVTR AILRON
NACN D.4D•
18
• .ODD 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF
|0.000 O,OOO 0.00_ G.000 LREF
15.$D0 0.00D 0.0C0 0.000 •REF
D.000 _0.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP













-4 - Z 0 £ 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA MT 8¥/4m011. C_F|GURATI_ D(|C|IPTION
(m'SaO_IF) Q DATA NOT AVAIJ.AIL[ FOre ALL COi, lO|T|_8
(£140_16) _ NAgZ-NIIr( ARIIgJIX*S NC,DI_'L |s, WACI2VZ
(Si4OSH) DATA NOT AVA|LABLr FO_ ALL CONDlrTION.S
I Irs4orlr ) 41sr- HlllrC || IHIZ-I NOOEL m2WSC| I'VZ
| Jr _14OlrN ) H4DD-H|FC ADJIDO|-] NOCI[ L |ZW$C2ZV _[,
ALPHA CA NARr- [r L[ VTR A I LRON R[FrR[NC[ | NFOJt HA T I ON
NaCN I. DOS,
D.900 D.DDD O.ODD O.OO0 SREF
lO.OOO O.OOO O.ODD O.OOO LREF
LS.SGD O.OOO O.OOO O.OOD |R[F
O.OOO 2O,OOO O.OOO O.OOO XMRP





























-4 - I 0 £ 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, _EGREES
ALPha
! ; ; |
P : : :"
: i i i








































',_ I ',I'"'__ : _" '




_ L i b
'q _'-,,_.m
' i - "
, _ L
_ i , i _ _ i _
[ I r F i I
i
, , i , i
"tO -0 - g -4 -8
a '1 _ i F ' L
! I
r L_






i _ . • L






























W4IZ-NIF¢ ADIIIi|-I N(_[[ ,2wlC||Y|
NAD2-NIF¢ ARI_OIZ-I NOO[L DIWIC|IV_
DATA NOT AVA|LA|L[ FOR A_ C_WW0|T_S
DATA NOT AVA|LA|LE FOIl ALL CC_NOIT|_S
DATA NOT AVA|LA|L( FOR ALL CON0ZT|_&
SIDE SLIP ^NGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANAND £/[YTR AIL_OM
_.OO '_ O.O00 O.OO n G.oon
ID.D00 O.00O n. OOO D.DDO
|_.SD0 O.OOn O.OOO O.000
O.OOO _O,OOO O,OOO O.OOO























Z r I :
laJ _ ' ;
•-. .8_ ! !



















0 • 4 •
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD ELEVTR AILR_
O,O00 O.OO0 O.OGD 0,000
10.000 LOGO O.OOO O.oo0
l•,5nD O.OOO O,OOO O.OOO
O.OO0 £0.000 O,OO0 O.O00

































































DATA NOT AVA|LAMLE FOR ALL C_4OlTZON8
•ATA NOT AVA|LA|L( FOR ALL CONO| T=ONM
• A TA NOT AVA| LAIL( FOI_ ALL COI,JDZ T_$












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES
ALPNA CANARD ELEVTR A| LRON
0.0(_O •.OO0 0.0DO n.0GU
iO.OnO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO
15 .$DO O.OOO O.GOO O.OO0
O.OOO ZO.OOD O.DOO O.OOD
16.000 I_0.OO0 O.•O0 0.0OO
& •



















































m _ _ R
m .a .._ m
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALSIABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
-11; - • - •
DATA 1(1- liTWli04. CSFIGUIIAT|Olt D[$CIIIPTION
(IrJiAOSlP') Q •ATA Nor AVAII.AII.[ IrOA ALL CO_IDZTIONI
( 1[140SG ) L_ NAiZ-HSlrC A•l|ill*l HOOIE L lEl_iS(;[ IV E
(l[14•SN) _ •ATA NOT AVA|LAILE FOil ALL CONDZTIOffD
(Irl40'/'lr} _ DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ FOR ALL CONDITIONI
11[I41_THJ DATA NOT AVA|LAIV,.E IrOD ALL CONDITiO_S
-4 - I • I A Q
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES





O.GDO O.OOO O.O00 O.ODO SHIP
|O,OOO O.OO0 O.OOO O._OO LREF
15,500 O.OO0 O.OOO O,OOO BREF
O,OOO ZO.OOO O.OOO O,OOO XHRP






































O.OOO JIREF A.iZ£S SG.IN.
O.OOO LREF 4.3000 IN.
O°OOQ _A(F &.SOOO |N.
O.OOO XNRP _.40OO IN,
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N492-NS.FC ARI|98_-I NOID£ L B2b_5C 11DVZ
N49Z-HSF¢ ARI I S/I !-I MODEL BZb_CI PV2
CATA NOT AVA|LAOL Ir _R ALl.. CONOZTIONS
OATA NOT AVA|LABL[ cON ALl_ CON0XTIONS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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SIDE
C_FJGURAT|ON DEICRZPTIOII
N411-NI_C &l_10S|-I MO_[L B_Id_,CIZVI
N4tZ-NI_¢ ARIJII|*I NOO[L I£b_¢S_Vl
DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ _l ALL C_DIT|ON8
DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ FOIl ALL COND|TI_I
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BEIA, DEGREES
C_FIGURATI_ Q_DCRIPTI_ ALPHA CANAR_ [L£VTR
DATA NOT AVAZbAIkF£ F_ ALL ¢_DIT]_8 D.DOD D,OD& D,DDO
DATA _T AVAI_BL,_ F_ ALL C_D|T|_I lO,OOO O,OO_" O.OOO
NAIZ-NSFC ARl_e•l-_ NOOEL I£WICIIV_ iS.SOD O.O0(_ O.OOO
_ATA NOT AVA|LAI_ Y_ ALL C_D|T|_S O.OO9 IO.OO_ O.000
DATA NO," *v4ILAIL_ F_ ALl ¢_D_T|_ |6.OPO IO.DO_, O.ODD














































O.DD_ $R[F 4.t•E5 $1.IF'
D.D_ LR[F A.$O00 ]_Js
O.DG_ IR[F 4.$0G_ 1_
O.OO_ XMRP I.AO00 it
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA art •¥NISOt. C_IiF|GURATXCii D[$CR|PT|CW ALPHA CANARD [LEVTR AILRON REFERENCE INFORHATION
((S40IF) _) N4DS-NBF¢ AR|IDS|-I NOO[L BZWSC|_VZ O.•OD G.OOO O,OOO O,OOG SREF 4.4SZ$ $S,|N.
((SsOSS) _ N4S_-NIMrC ARSXSD|-A i4(_[_ SR_SCl_V_ SO.GOD O.DO• O.OOG O.DOG LREF 4._OO• IN.
([SSOIH) N4_-N&F¢ AmlJ_l|-_ N(_[_ |Z_SC_EVE 15.$00 O.OOO •,OOO O.OOO |R(F 4.$OOO IN.
(EZ40_N) N4•_-NDF¢ AI_|RS|-I N_EL B_WSC|EV_ _4,000 20.000 O.OOO O,OO• YNRP O.OOO0 IN,
ZNRP O_OOOO IN.
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RE F'IrRrN¢ r |NFORNA TIONI_AlrA 81It 8YNa(N. c_Ir|GURAT|CN DEJlCR|PT|(;_
IE84gRIV) _ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FO_I ALl. CONDI/|ON$ O.OOO o,ono
Im'_4DRG ) _ NAS, ll-N•VC Ali_:ita]-_ N_OEL ||WACl.IV _' _lO.OOO D.DDG
|_4DBN) DATA NOT AVA|_BL[ F_ ALL C(_DIT|ON8 _5.SGD O,OOn
4E_4OTF ) N40_-NA_'C AR| |llA|-| N(;I(_EI, Rl_b_C| _V_ . DD _O.OOO
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CONFIGURATION DI[ICIIIPTIOR
N4gI-N&FC &HIL_gD|*S _(I. |2WI_CItV8
N49R-NDFC AIIi| | gO|- I N(X:[ L. DIt_SCJ ZV_
DATA NOT AVAILAIL_ FOR ALL CONDIT|OR$
DATA NOT AVA|LABL( FO4t ALL CCII'J_|T|ON$
DATA NOT AVA|I.ABL r FOR AL./. CON[3|TION$
• • L. i
F I I
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-4 -8 0 £
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
aLPHa CaNARC [LEVTR AILRON
D.DO0 O,O00 D,DOD D,D_D
|D.DOO O.ODO O.DG9 O.ODO
IS.SOD O.D_O Q.DDO O.GDO
D,OGQ ZO,DGD O.OOO D.QDQ
16.OOD _.OOO O.OOO O,OOO
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
_brk W I JYNBO(_ {oMFIGURATI_ D[SCAIPTIOH ALPHA ¢ANARC [LEYTR AILROH REFERENC£ _N_ONNATION
([)40SF) _) W49Z-NSFC AR1|$$I-1 NC]O[L B2WISCI2VZ 0.000 O.OOD G.GDG O.OOO 4,1Z_S $@.|N,
([$40SN) _ DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.500 O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO BREF 4.+COO tN.
1($407F) _ CATA NOT AYJ|LABL[ FOR ALL C04_CIT|OHS O.OOO 2O,OOO O,OOO O.OOO XHRP E.4OOO ,N.
1(1407N) CATA NOT AVAJL+BL( FOIl ALL C'OMD:T|OltS |6.000 ID.OOO O.DDO O.DDO YNRP O,OOOO LN
ZNRP D.QOOO ;_.
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
_&TA ICY lYNi_ ¢_FIGURA YiON DE_CR|PTION ALPHA CANARD ELEYTR AILR_ REF[R[NC[ |NFORNA_ON
4[i/OIF) _ M4IZ-NAF{ A_llll_-I MODEL Illl_CllV• O.OOO O.O_D D*O00 O,OOO $R[F 4,6_£S IG*IN*
([)4096) N41Z-NSF¢ All|iS•-| NOD(L I£_¢I£VZ |O,OOO O.OOO O.GOD O,OOO LREF 4.3000 _.
(|)40iN) _ N41Z-N[FC &l|lllJ-| MOD[L B_b_C|ZVZ |5.$00 O.OOO 0.000 O.OOD •R[F 4.300D _h.<[)40Pt) M49 - [ A•|/lIJ-I H {;I[L ••bNI I•¥Z O.OOg Z . 0 O.DO0 D. 00 XHRP 1.40Q0 IN,
([340_H_ N4)Z-N_FE ARIIibl-I NODEL I•_4_CIIV_ 16.000 •O.g00 O.OOO O.O00 YHRP O.OOOO Z_.
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O.OOO SRIF 4._•|J $1,lN.
O,OOO LREF 4.3000 ZN,
O.OOO 8REF 4.3000 _N.
O,OOO XNRF Z.4000 IN.









































_&Tt fur T &YNBOL CONFXGURATION O[SCRIPTION
((340SrJ _([1405G)
(Ii40IN) _(£54D_r
° 8, -4 . s, n • 4 4
SIDE SLIP ^NGLE. BETa, DEGREES
ALPHA CANAR_ [L_VTR AILRC_
DJTA _OT AVAILASI.( FOR ALL CONDITIONI O.ODO O.OOD O.OOD o.on_
N49Z-NIFC ARIIWIlI-| NOCEI. B2W6CiZV 9 JO,OD n O,Dn_ D,DQD D.O0_
DAT_ NOT AVAILJIBL[ FOR ALL CONCITION$ IS.SDD O.OO r* O.OQO D.on(_
DA_'A NC' _V_ILABL! F'OR ALL CONDITI(_$ n,OOQ ZO,OD£ C,O0(_ D,ODQ
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PAGE 4 1 1
4SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DAYA _rT 8YNOOL COI4FIGUNAT|_40£,CNXPTI_I ALPHA CANARD ELEVTN AZLRON
( N:14oJllr ; Q N4RZ-NaiFC ARS 11114|-$ NOCrL BI_W6CI£VZ 0.000 O.OOO O.OOO O.O00
( NII41_IIG ) L_ N4II-NIIrc AR|&NNZ-I NcIDr L l_'kr6 C | I_V_ 10,ono 0.000 O,OOO O.OOO
(E$4OIIN) ; _ OAT& NOT AVAil,AlL.( FOR ALL CONDZT]_} |=._00 O,OOO o.no0 0,000













- II - I
_aTl IET 8Y_O_ CONFIGURATION G[ICRIPTION
([140SF} _ N4II-HSFC Alllgdl-I NO©£L I£WGCIE¥1
¢IA4OgG) _ W412-WI_r¢ ANTS181"| NOOEL I£WGCIZ¥£
([_LOSW) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
III40TF, ©ATa NO, AVAILABLE YON ALL CONDITZON$
(II40THI DATa NC_ AVJlLaILI FOIl ALL COWO|TION$
J
, J
-4 - I 0 • 4 S
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES






0.000 O,OOO O.OGO 0,000 ,SII[F
|0.000 O,OOO 0.000 O.O00 LR[F
IS.SO0 0.000 _.OGO 0,00_ BR[F
O.GOG IO,OOO 0,O0O O.OOO XNRP

















































*4 - I 0 • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
OATA $1T |YNIOL ¢ONF|GURATIOI¢ OESCRIPT|ON
(r]4oIIr) Q DATA NOT AVAILA|L| IrOll ALL C0¢i0IIION|
(mr_i40SG) _ DATA NOT AVA|LAIL£ _ ALL ¢ONC)ITiONI
(mr_405H) _ N401*NIIrC AR| l i118| "1 NO01r L I2WGCJ 2V2
|E ]40TIr ) _ DATA NOT AVA|LASL[ FOIl AL I COfl_ZTZONI
l ll40Pll) DATA NOT AVA|LAIL[ (roll ALL COND_ TZONS
ALPHA CANARD [LEVTR AI LRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
NACM 4 .IRI
0.000 0.000 O,OOO 0._00 SR[F
IO.OOO O.OOO 0.000 O.O00 LR£F
IS.SO0 0.000 0.000 O.OOO 8REF
O,O00 20.000 0.000 0.000 XNRP
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O+T£ IM[T IYNIOL. C(_+FIGURATIQN D[ICRIPTION
(IJ4OSF) _ DATA NOT AVAIkAIL£ FOR ALL CON_|T|ONI
(E_4056) _ N41Z-MIFC AR||II_-I N_lrL B_WeC| ZV2
IE5405H) DAIA NOT AVAZLABL[ F_ ALL CONCXTION$
4 Ir ]i40 71r ) N4DI-NIIr¢ AR$1gSZ-| NOD[L BZ GClZVZ
( I &41D'/'ff ) N4I, J_*N&FC JR| J1911|-$ NOOrL B2WECt ZVZ
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES















O.OOO 0.000 O.OOO 0.000 aR[F 4.62_! |l.lN.
lO,O0O O.OOQ O.OOO O.OOG LR[F 4.30D0 IN.
I5.SGO G.OGD O.0OO O.OOO BREF 4.$Q00 IN.
O.OO0 ZG.DOG O.0DD O.OOO XNRP Z,4OOO IN.

































































































LATERAL-O]RECTI ONALSTABIL I TY CHARACTERIST| CS
' - f i















































REFERENCF INFORWa T i01,_
NACH * C_,q
O.DDO O,DOO D.OOD D.OOD SREF
|O.OQD O.DOD D.DDD D.OOD LREF
15,500 O,OOO O.OOO O.OOO BREF
O.OOO 20,ODD D.DOD D.DOD XHRP
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES




DATA NOT AVA|LASL[ FOR ALL CON_|TiONS
N4gI-NSFC ARI|Je|-$ H¢X3EL 18WICIZV£
OATA NOT AVA|LABL[ FOR ALL CONDITXOH8
N41Z'MliJr¢ AR||ll|-| NOO[L BZUSC|ZVZ
N4RS-NSFC AIJIROZ-_ NOC[L BZW6CI2V2
MACM I.IIT
D.OOO O.OO9 O,OOO O.OOO 8REP
IO.DDO O,OOO O.OOD O.OOO LREF
15,50D O.OO0 O.OOO O.OOO BREF
O.OOO ZO.OOO D.OOO O.OOQ XMRP
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CANARD ELEVTR AI LRON
(rs4O•F) _ N41iZ-M$1rC AOI| S'•I-I NODEL I_W6ClZVJ_
4rS40$G ) _ M41£-N•FC AR 1111'81 -,t NO_[L _ZWeC$ £V2
IR)4O•H} : _ [_ATA NOT AVA|LABL[ FOR ALL ¢ONDIT|ONS
(s'34GTF_ I _ DATA NC 'r AVAZLAOL it" Iro_ ALL COND|T|ON$(I[]I4GTH. O_tTA NOT AVA:LABL Ir FOR ALL CONOZTION$
• 10
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DATA _rT 8YNJ_. CONFIGURATION OE$CNZPTXON
(Ea4OSF) Q N4DZ-NSFC ANllJS|-I N_EL m2_CJZV2
(ESAO,G) _ NAO£-N$F¢ ARIIB,|-I N_(L •It_SCIZ¥£
(£,AO_N) DATa NOT AVAILAIL£ FOR ALL CGNDIT|C445
(EIAOTF) OATA NOT AVAJL_IL( FOR ALL COND| TIONS
_iDAO?N) DATA NOT AVA|LAILE ,OR ALL CONCITIGN$
J
-4 -I 0 /. 4 ,
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES










O.DOG O.OO0 O.ODO O.ODO SR/F
10.000 O.OD9 O.OOO O.OOO LREF
15.5a0 O.G_D OoOOD O.DDQ £_EF
O.OD_ ZD._DD 0.090 O.ODD XMR_
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GAla 111111"I, YNI)CI. COINIFIGURAT|ON _:I_&CK4PT|O_
|[|40_lrj CI DATA NO'I d,VAILABL[ FOIl ALL CONDITIONS 0.0110 O.GO[-
|I[_40_GJ _._ DaTA NOT AVAILAUk_ FOR ALL CON[_IT|ONS 10,0DO O.QC_
| 1[]4OSN ! _ _ I14 II-IIIF( ARI l IIII| -I llOl_r L 81i,l _I P, VZ I|,500 O.ODt;
l_'llO'rF) I _ D_I/ N+T AVAIL.alL';" F(:X_ ALL C'{_I_ITIONI O.O0 n £0.005(f_lrS/l_+ _)ATA N+; ,_AILABLI_ F_ ALL C<_4DITIO_Ii 14.OO_, £0.00(}
ALPHA CANARr_ ELEV 17R AILRON REF[R[NC[ INFOM_*_;C
G.DDD O.OO0 IR(F 4._, 3_,
O.DOD 0.0_ LR(F 4.30_ + 7,
O.OOO O,OOO BREF 4.)O_, 1_
Q.DGD O.OGO XNR_ 1.4OC. :




























[ ; ;' I _ ! I r
I ' J i ; :











DATA JET aYNIOL CONF|GURATIOR D[SCRIPTIC_
(E_lAIDI r ) _ DATA NOT AVAILABL[ FOR ALL CONDITI_&
|£14_DG_ J_ NASZ-N_FC ARl|gS|-! N_£L B£_SCIZ¥1
|E_AIDNJ _ DATA N_T AVA_LAILE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(ESAIOI' _ DATA NOT _¥AXLABLE FOR ALL CORDITIOR8|[_AID.,! DATA NO_ ,*VAILABL[ FOR ALL CONDITION8
O £ 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD [LEVTR A| LRON R[rERENCE INFORMATIO_
NACH O. 7Sl r
|l
O,OOO O.O00 O.OOO 8.OOO SREF
10,500 G.ODG O.OOC O,OOG LREF
IS.SOD O.OOO O.OOO O.O00 BREF
31.DOG O.OOC O.OOO O,OOO XNRF

















-|0 - • - • - 4 - • O E 4 D
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CCmF|DUmAT|CW DEDCRIPTION ALFHA CAflARD [L[VIR AILRON
DATA NOT AVA|LABL[ F(_ ALL COND|T|OND D.ODD O.ODO D.DOD 0.000
N402-NiFC ARSIDD|-S NOC[L BZtlreC|ZV| 10,500 D,ODO O.OOO O.OOD
DATA NOT AVA|LAEL[ FOA ALL COND|T;ONS 15.500 D.OOD O,O00 D.GUO
DATA NOT AVA|LABL[ FOR ALL ¢OND|TIOHS 31,G00 D,ODD G.DOD D.GGD







-- --J I :
..... +-++

































_iTJ II[T •VNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
-4 - £ 0 1 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES















Rr FS'RrNCE ZNFORN: : -' "3N
(II4JOF) _ OATA NOT AVAILABLE FO_ ALL COlIDITION$
((S410G) L_ N49I-NJ_FC AR111| | -] NocrL II_TCI IV|
¢r$4_0_) _ DaTA NOI aVAILAIL( FOR ALL CONCITIONI
((•4101) _ DaTa NOT aYAILAIL( _0_ ALL CONDITIONI(£•410a_ DATa NOI _ValLAIL£ FOR ALL CONDITIONS

























































































: i I __ . I I ,.! _,_
1 ,.., i.. : _-"4:__- '
i _ .... , 22
- I O • 4














N4SI-NS_C _KSS_I-S _I_ I_W_CZI¥1
DATA NOT AVAILAI_[ fOl_ ALL ¢oclOlT|O_tl
DATA NOT AVAI_AI_£ FOR ALL ¢_ITION8
DATA NOT AVaILABlE FOIl ALL CONDI_IOHI
l.ISl
- i
r, .... _ I !
F'-!,-- - , : i i





• ! • ,
.... .....
,_ I I I
...... --zi i ].... li_l








......--,, .... I I '
zzl.... _iLi--i-i ,
::-'-:..... _]__]- I ;




CoDOO $REF 4,G2Z_ 8e.|N.
D.DDO LREF 4.3_0D IN.
O.COD BREF 4.3_00 IN.






6 • _0 12
PAGE _.4c2



























































Dit* I_t I_NBe. CONFIGURATION C[$CRIPII_
(|lllOF) Q N4IZ-H$F¢ ARII981-I N_EL iZ_ClZV$
(£S4506) _ N4IZ-NSFC ARIlt_I-I MOD£L IIW_CI_¥1
¢!_41_) _ N4OZ-MSFC ARIIg_I-1 NO_£L lZWACI Z¥1
(E34101, _ OAIA NO_ AVA|LABL£ ffO_ _LL CON_TZON$














SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES








D.ODG SREF _.8Z_£ 8e.)_
0,000 LREF 4.3000 1_..
O.ODO IREF • _00_ I_















-4 -£ 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,
CONFIGURATION D[&CRJPTJON
DATA NOT AVA|LADLJ[ FOR ALL ¢ONDZT|ON&
N49•-NIWr¢ ARI$_8|-| NODEL |•W£CI•V$
DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ FOdl ALL CONDITION8
DATA NOT AVAIL_iU[ FOil ALl. COND|T|ONI




























































































































-SO - • - • - 4





, ...... _ ...... _















0AT^ NOt AVAIL_JL( FOil ILL CQI_)|T|GI_|
NL_l-Nl_r( ARiSIOI-S NO0(L llWGCllVi
DATA NOT AVAiLAOL[ FOil ALL COflDITiON8
DATA NOT AVAiL.AlL[ FO_ ALL CONDiT|ONS
OAT& NOT AVAiL#,I_,.[ FOm ALL CON0iT|_IAS
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CAHAR r_ (L(VTR AI LRON
O.OOO O,OOg o.ono o.nDo
IO.SO0 o.onu o.on_ O.OOO
|S._nO O.OC)r_ 0.000 O.O_O
31.OOO D.O()O O.OOG (].OOO














































































G,O00 $R[F 4,6_Z5 _G.IN.
O.OGO LR(F d._O00 N.




















-SO - • - 4 - 4 " • 0 • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CQNF|GURATJON DESCN|PT|ON ALPHA CANARC [LEVTR AILRON
N49B-NBFC Am11••|-I NOOEL 82_C|8V1 O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO
N4•_-NSF¢ AR|Z•4|-I MOBIL BZI_SC]SV$ IG.SO0 •.GDO O.OOO O.OOO
• ATA NOT AVAZLABL( F_ ALL COND|TZCm8 IS.50G G.OOO G.OOO O,OCO
N40£-NSFC A•$1•8|-1 N<:OEL |£k/6C|£¥$ $1.•DO O.OOO O.OOO O.OOG
• ATA NOT AVAILABLE F_ ALL CO_DITIONS 51.000 O.GOO O.OOO O.OOO
|°440

































([J41 O4T) _¢ [B4$06)




DATA NOT AVA|LADL[ FOR aLL CONDI];ONS
DATA NOT AVAILABL[ FO@ aLL CON_I_IOe4$
_SBZ-NSFC AR|IB•J-1 NOD£L M£kNSCI _Vl
_SIZ-M_F¢ AR|198_-1 (4(_£L B_W6C_VI
_4gZ-WSF¢ AM|_BOI-! NOD£ L B£W6CAZVi
- 4 -£ 0 _" 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD [L(VTR A| LRON
O.OOO O.OOO o.O00 0.000
_0.500 0.000 O.OOG 0.ono
f, 5 .SOD O.OOO 0.000 0.000
3| .000 0.000 D.GOO 0.000



















• |O $I +
PAGE 461
LATERAL-DIRECIIONALSTABILIIYCHARACIERISTICS
0 • 4 |
ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD ELEVTR A Z/lt@N
0.000 O,OOQ O.OOO D.OGO
SO.SO0 o.no0 O.OOO O.OOO
|5.500 O.QOO D.DOO O.OOO
3| .OOG O.O00 O.OOO O.GOO














































-|O - • - D -4 -8
SIDE SLIP
C(_lr| GURA T| ON DE&CNIPTION
DATA NOT AVAJLADL£ FOR ALL C_D|TXON•
N4SZ-N•Irc ARISOS I-| NoDar L m2tAGCl EVI
DATA NOT AVA|LARL_ FOR ALL CONDZTIOtJ•
DATA NOT AVA|LARL[ FOR ALL C_DXTION•
DATA NOT AVAILA•L£ FOR ALL CONDITION•
0._49
0 • 4 •
ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES
ALPHA CANARC ELEVTR aI LR¢)N
D.DDD O.OOn O.OOO D.DOD
IS.SOD D.OD rj D.OOD D.OOD
15.500 O.OOD D.DDD O.OOO
32 .OnO O.OOO 0.00(3 O.OOO





































































-SO - • - 4 - 4 " • 0 t 4 iS
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
C_FI_R* lION _lF.al_;It L P 1 | ON ALPHA CANARD [LEVTR AI LRON
DATA NO'( AVA|LAliLa r FOR A_.L C(_ID;'(|(_iI, O.O(]O O.OOD 0,0 nn o,n(]o
N411-MIF¢ AI$|I)IZ-| NOD[i. IIW4CI ZV:I in,SOD n.ooO D.DD n D.OOD
DATA NOT AVAILAI&.[ _'OR ALL CONDITIONS l$.5no D.OOO O.O on O.OOO
DATA NOT AVAILAllL Ir _'OR ALL CONDI'(IONS 31.OOO O.OOO O,O0 n D.OOD
































































-_.O - • - 4 - 4 - • O • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONF| GURA TZ ON D[SCR |P T| ON ALPHA CANARD (L(VTR A I I.RON
N4M_-N&FC AMlitO|-J N_EL BIt_CIZVI O.OOO O,OOO O.OO0 O.OOO
N40_-NMFC AMIIMaT-| NOOEL |ZW$CAZV| lO.SO0 O.OOO O.DDO O.OOO
DATA _T AVA;LABL[ CON ALL CONDITIOti8 ||.SOD Q.ODD D.onD D.DD n
N4DS*NSFC ARZ$RaI*| NOCEL I£k;6CiZV| )! .DO n D.ODD D,DnG O.OOO






















O.O00 SREF 4.11£9 le,;N,
O.OOO LRET 4.3000 |N.
O.OO0 IREF 4.3000 IN.
O.OOO XMRF 1.400D IN.














-|O - 8 - • - 4 - • 0 • 4 S
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CCtIF| GURA T| ON DflC/IPTIQN ALPHA CANARD rt(v T/ A| LEON
DATA NOT AVAII.ABL| FOil ALL COND|T|QN$ D,DCD D,DDD O.OOG D.ODO
N4DS-NS¥C ARIIIII-S _[L IIWACJ IV| IO.SnD O.OOO D.ODO O.DDO
DATA NOT AVAXLAILE FOIl ALL CONO_TIQN8 |5,500 D.GG n D.OGD n.oGO
DATA NOT AYAILAIL! FOIl ALL CONDITIONS SS,OOO O.OOO O.OOO O,OnO

































































-lD - II - S -4 - l
SIDE SLIP
C_f| GURA Ti C14 orICR I p TI Old
DATA NOT AVAILAIll.I r FOil ALl. CONDXTIONS
1141 Z-MIIIr C ARI|ISI -I N_rl. I_is C l _+¥ 1
DATA NOT AVAILAIIL[ FOR ALl. C_IDITIONI
DATA lUOT AVAJi.AIIIL tr F'OR ALl CONDITiONII
DATA NOT AVAILABLE _<_qt Al.I CONDITIONS
0.119
0 • d •
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD rl.l[VTIt AI LRON
D.GDO 0.000 0.000 O,OOO
IO.5OO 0.000 O.OOO 0.000
15 .SOD 0.0D rl 02.000 0.000
31.00D O.OnO D,OOO 0.000





























































-IO - • - • - 4 - I
SIDE SLIP
C_i GUIATI_ D_ICR IPT_'_'
N49Z-NIFC ARIISI|-I NO_[L IIWGCl :_VI
WAII-NIFC ARIIIII-I NOC;[ t. IIW_C$1VI
DATA N,_T AVAILABI.[ FOR AL{. CONDI.TiONI
DATA NOT AVAIL_ILE FQII ALL CONGI'IrlC)NI
DATA NOT AVAIL.ABlE FOIl AlL C(_IDi,TSOlll
%.1" "
0 • 4 •
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD [L[VTR AIL_O_
O.OGD O._DG D.ODO D,DDD
SO.SOU G.OOD O,ODD O.OOO
SS.SOO O,OgO O.ODD D.GDO
IS.GOD D,GGD D,DDO O.DDD










• • 4 I
ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD (LEVTR AlL•ON
• .O•• n.oo• O.O0• O.OOn
|D.JDG G,DGO O,OOO Q.DOD
15 .DOg O.OOD O, [IOO O.Gon
$l,OO o •.OOO O. OlD9 O. O(IO















OATA lIT lYN|GI. CCliF|GURATION DESCR|PTI_
(ES4JOF) I_1 DATA NOT AVA|LA|L£ FOR ALL CCND|TION8
(HSdlOG; _ DATA NOT AVA|LABL( fOR ALL C_D|T|OIIS
(ll41ON) N4tZ-NSKC AR|$DSI-| N(_EL BRWICIR¥1
R_4$ |P N411-NIFC Al|$t_l-I NOO£L IRWICII¥|
(E_4IDJ) M49g-MIrC ARIIRB|-$ NOOEL HRbNICIRYl
-4 -I 0 • 4 l
SInE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD IPLEVTR A| LRON
• l o IR
REFERENCE INFORNAT|ON
NACH 4.|||
D.DDD D.DDD D.DDD D.DGD IREF
ID.SDO D.ODG D,OD n O,OOO LREF
IS.SO0 0.000 O.DOO O.D00 RRRIr
Si .ODD D.ODD O.ODG D.OOO XNRP




























































40$1 -SO - •
LATERAL-DIRECTIONALSTABILITYCHARACTERISTICS
























- I O £
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA mrT IV•SOL CO_F|GURATION DESCRIPTZON
(£1410F) _) DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ FOil ALL COND|TIONS
([14lOG; _ N4t•-ND_C A•At•8|-_ NOO£L I_W4C|IV|
¢£1410N) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COND|TIONS
¢(34SOI ) DATA NOT AIA|LABL( FOR ALL CONDITION•






























• • ID I•
ALPHA CANARC [LEVTR AILRGN R(FERENC[ ZNFORNAT;ON
D.DO0 D,DDO 0,000 0,000 •REF 4.S££S De. IN,
10.S00 0,000 0,000 0.000 LR[F 4,3000 |N.
$5.500 0.000 0,000 0.000 |R[F 4.3000 IN.
$1.000 0,000 0.000 0.000 XNRP £,4000 ZN,
























































OaT& S_T SYNOG: CCYVF1GU_AT:_ PESCR1PT)_:
(_J41G_
DAT_ NOT AVA|_ABL( FOR A_L CON_ZTI(_IS
N4_-N_F_ ARJ29OJ-| I4OD[L B2W6C:_V_
OATA NOT _VAILABL( F(_ ALL COff_IT|O_$
D_TA NO? AVA_LABL£ FO_ ALL CON_JT|O_$












-SO - • - II
NACN 0,111































_ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOI_ ALL ¢ON_|T|ON_
DATA NOT AVAILAB_[ FOil ALL CONDIT|ON_
_4,_-N3FC AR11_II-_ MC;(:_L I2W_CIZYI






A,IIII|-I NOQ[L B|WICIZYJ S[.GO0 O.GDO
A|LR@N R_F_R_NC£ |NFORWATION
O,_DC S_ _ 4.6225 8_*IN.












































-SO - • - • - 4 - £ D £ 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES
CCNF| GURA TI GN DI_ Ic.q | @T| GIq ALPHA CANARD I[LEV TR a I LR 0._
DATA NOT AVAIL AIL[ FOIl ALL COtlDIT|ONI O.OI30 a.OOO a.oao 0.000
NAOI-NtFC ABIID$|-I JK_Df L il_Cll¥1 I0.".100 0,000 0.000 O.ODQ
DATA NOT AYA|I.ADLI_ FOIl AL I ¢ONDITXOIII :LS.m_] r_ g.OOG 0.000 O.D_O
DATA NOT AVAil.AlL[ roll ALL CONDITIOtAS 31.D00 O.OOD a.noI] O.OOI3




































DATA _T 8YNIIOL CGI_F,IGUllAT|ON DEICll|PTXON
















1 I 1 i
- • -D -4 *• O • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES




DATA NOT AVAILADL[ FOR ALL C_Ol T|_NS D.DDD O.OOO O.O_3
N4llR-NS_C ADl|Dll|-S N_[L _WAC|•V| _D.EDO O.OOO O.OOO
DATA NOT AVA|LA_LE FOl_ ALL CGND/T2ONS tS.SOO O.OOO O.OOO
DATA NOT AVAI LA•L( FOIl ALL C_D| TZONS ]|.GOO O.OOO O.DOG




















































i Ell4 tl lU' l _
( C_I4IlaQ l
( E_IIA| ON Jl
( llllOl +I























-l, ll - ill - II + 4, + •
CClirl +UIIA TZ Cll D[ICIIIFTIQN
DATA NOT AYAZI.AIILI[ Ir_l ALl,. C,OliGIT|GNJI
NAgI-NIIIrC 4111|101-I lifo I[L II|WAIC _LIV _+
CATA NOT AtlAILAll.I FOD ALL CONDITIQIfl
DATA NOT AIIA|I.ABI_ IrOll ALl. COND|TXONI



















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD EL£VTA AILRON
D,DO0 D.0OO D.000 0,000
SO.S00 D.O0O 0,DO0 0+000
IS.|OD 0.000 0.000 0.000
31.DO0 0.D00 0.00+ 0.000






















DATA _d'T 81relliOL C(3NIr|f, UNATI(MI DI[DCMJPTION
(l[_lAJOlr) _) DATA liD! AVAI_IL[ Jr•• ALL CONOXT|ON8
(liMA SO• ) _ NAI)/-NsIrC AM| S|ID| -| NOOEL lleWAJC| spy J,
_lr_jdlJGNA DATA /4OT AVA|LARtr FOR ALe COIADXT|OMIt
4ara410|) D TA MOT AVA|LABL.[ FOR ALl,. ¢GND|TJOR8






-4 oN • • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES

















• .ODD D.DGO O,DOD O.ODO SNEr 4.8885 8e.iw.
$O,J•O a.OOD •,ODO O.ODG LN[F 4.$000 IN.
i|.S00 0.0OO O.O00 •.O00 JN[_ 4.]000 IN,
I|.OOO O.OOO D,DOG O.OOO XMMP R.40OO IN.






































-10 -O - • -4 " • • • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION OrDCII IIPT|ON ALPHA CANARD [ Lit VTR M ZLROAI
DATA _T AVA|I.AD lit FOIl ALL ¢OND|TION$ O.ODO 0.000 O.OOO n.o00
N4D s'-Nllr¢ AlIA elll'l NODIT L O£WiCl£Vl lO*SOo O.OO ° °*nOO O.OOO
DATA NOT AVAILAIL Ir tO_ AL L+ COeIOlTlOP*l IS.SO0 0,000 g. OOO O.OOO
DATA NOT AYAILAIL( FOil ALL ¢_OltloNI 31.000 0.000 O.OOO O.OOO








































-I - D -4 - £ • • 4 I
SIOE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD [i.EVTR A [ LR(_I
|0
- °I 8Si -IO






















(EI41L OF ) _ N41|-NDFC A|,e, | |lJ-| NooIr L ||W_C| IV|
(ED410G) _ N418-NDFC AIIL| ID J[-| NoDIr L •_Cl RV|
¢[1410N; DATA NOT AVAZLABLR FOIl ALL CONO|T|ON8
|flAIDl) DATA IdOT AVA|LABL[ FOIl ALL C_dr_|T|ONS
(EiAIOJ) DATA NOT AVAJI.A•I.[ FOIl ALt COND|TIONI
NACN | .tSl
RrF[RI'NC r |NFORW,* " _,_
111
O,OOO O.DDD 0.000 O.OOO DREF
IO,SOO D.OOD O.OOO O.OOD LREF
|S.500 O.GOD O,OOO O.OOO |REF
_l,ODO O,O0_ _,ODD O.OOO XM_P

















- 4 - • 0 • 4 • • SO I£
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD I[LE V TR AI LROfl REFI[RENC( |NFORNA T 1 ON
O.OOO D.OOG 0.000 O.OnO Sll I:" F 4 .OI_ZS SO.IN.
10.900 O.O00 O.OO o O.OOn LREF" 4.30DO IN.
15.5rsO D,GDO O.OD9 O.OOO BRtr¥ 4.3000 IN.
31 ,DOG r'J•ODO _.DDO O.O00 XNRP s' .4000 IN,















































-I0 - I - • - 4 * £ 0 2 4 4_ II IO II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
¢GNFIGURAIiON DISCRIPTION ALPMA CAI_AR r" _'LC_.T_ AILROh RFF_'RrNCE IN_'ORNATION
D&TA NOT AVAILABLE IrOll ALL CONDITIONS O.(J(]_ G.DQ[_ Q.(_C G.QDQ SR[F 4.iSZ£_ le. IN.
N4iIl-Nllr¢ aRl ID6I-I NOO[L BZW6CI ZVZ ir_ .5[?_ O._D_ O.O_ L_. GOD LREF • .300 n IN.
rATA NOT AVAILABLE r04_ ALL CONDITIONS l_.._r_ O.Or, G _,.(}rC] _.OOO BR[F 4.$000 iN.
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COtIDITZONS 32.0C_ _*_ _.0[)0 O.ODO XNRP 2.4000 IN.









• • 4 4
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD (L(VTR AILR(_i
0.D00 G.DDO D.D00 D.DOD
ID,SDO O,DOD O.DDG O.DOD
15+5D0 O.DDD D.DDD O.00D
31.DDD D.DOD 2.0D0 O,OOO


























-|• - • - • - 4 - • 0 • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFI GUNA T|ON D($CN|PTXON ALPHA CANARD _'L( V TR AI LRON
DATA NOT AVA|L.AIL[ FOI¢ ALL CCWD|TION8 O.GOO O.•nO O.OOO n.•OO
HAII-N_rC ANIS•BI-I NOOEL |l_qfCl ZVS $0.500 n.OOO O.•DG O.OO n
DATA NOT AVA|LAI_ FOR ALL CGB4OIT|_I IS.SOD g.•O n O.OOO O.OO•
DATA NOT AVA|LAJL[ FOR ALL CONDITIONS )1.000 OoOOO O.•D9 G.nno












































. . L "--'L
-10 - • - •









-4 -8 0 • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES








tAIB-N|FC ABIIII|-| IIO|BL J|ldlCJJV|
NAg|-NSFC ABISJ•I-J IIIGOEL J|+dlClZvl
DATA NOT AVAZLAII_ FOR ALL C_JlD|YION3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE F_ ALL CONDITXGN8
DATA NOT AVA|/.AOLE roll ALL COIiO|T|ON8
116¢14 1 ° II150
O.O00 O.O00 O.O00 O.O00 &_EF
IO,SGfl D.OOD DoDOO O.GOO LN[F
15,•DO O.O_O O.ODO O°OOO |N[F
31,800 O,OO0 O.OOO O.OOO XMRP


























i rf r Ii .. ,I II
r











M4D£-NAFC ADIJDD|-I NO©[L ILPW6CIDVI
NABD-NI,C ADI|IO|-S mK)O£ L JDWGCI _V|
N4 I) sD-NI'C AHZ|BI|-| 114¢_lr i. llDb/lIC 18 srI
DATA NOT AVAILAIL[ ,OR ALL C_DITIONS
DATA NO] AYA|LA|L[ FOR ALL CO_pIT|O_S
i
l
-4 08 O £ 4






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA• DEGREES
DATA lET DYN°OI. ¢ONFIGUIIAT|CI4 DI[ICIIIIPT|i_N ALPHA CAHAII: IEL[VTR A|LRON
(1134SO1 r P _ DATA NOT AIfA|LAIL[ roll ALl. CGNDITIONI. 0.ono n.ogo O.GDO 0.O0O
(1[]14106) _ 114 IP I-IIIilr¢ Allll*l lBl - l itODIr L lll_l ¢:| IV I. SO.SOD O.OGO O.OOQ O.O00
(li4¢OIl# DATA NOT AV&II..AILI[ FOIl ALL ¢OND|TIONI SS,SQO O.OOO O.O00 O,OUO
ill4101) DATA NOT AyA11LADL Ir FOIl ALL ¢OIID]TIONi ]]L.0D rl o.r_oo _.DDD rl.0nO
{Irl4111J) OATA NOT AVJ|l.AOl._[ IrOkl ALl. ¢_{_lnITI(_lS 51+,OG ri O.O{_O O.OriO O.OOO
NACJ¢ O.I)4i
REFERENC[ INFOiINA TZON






































-I• - • - • - 4 - II I) II 4 II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
¢¢_41r| GUNA T| CW DESCRIPTION ALPHA CAflARC: ELEVTR A | LRO_I
DATA NOT AYAII-.ADLE FOil ALb CONDITIONS •.ODD n,ODG n,oo• •,oDD
NAI)£-NIIFC AIII•4.I-I MOD[L IIW4CIIVI 1•,500 O.••o •.GDO O.OoO
DATA NOT AVAILA|/. r FOR ALl. ¢ONDIT|ONS IS,AGO •.•DO D.•OO •.nod
DATA PlOT AVA|LA|L[ FOil ALL CONDITIONS II.on• O.•OO :.DO n O,OOG













































OATA I_T OTNliOL C_F|GUflAT|_ DE$CRZPT|ON
([|4IOF J Q NAi|-N|F¢ &•IliD|-| NOO[L Rk_C| |¥1
t eraAiOG ) _ MA•Z-NSlr¢ AR|SDDI-S ;400( L BZk_CS •VI
DE•AS044; DATA NOT AVAJLA•LIr IrO• AI.L ¢ONDITII_4•
|ara4sO|) DATA kOT AVA|LADLE F_ ALL ¢_DIT|ON•
¢er•4$OJ) DATA NOT AVAZ_kDL( F_ A_/ C_ADITXCWR
-4 -• I) • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES




D.ODO O.OOO O.OO0 D.ODO SREF
SO.SOD D.ODD D.DDG D.ODD LREF
19.900 O.OOO O.OOO O.OOO |REF
• A.ODD D.DDD D.DOD O.OOO XNRP












ALPHA CANAND [LEV_N AZLRON N[F(NEN¢[ INFORHATZON
O,OOD O.DOD O.OOO 0,000 I_[F 4.1111 If. IN.
SO.SOD O.OOO D.ODO O.O00 km(r 4.3000 IN.
iS.S00 O.DOO O.OOO O.OOO lD(t A.SOOO lU.
31.000 D.OO• D.ODD O.OOO XNRP l.AOO0 IN.
Sl.OOO 0.000 O,O00 0.000 +mRP O.O00O Im.
INRP O.OOOO IN.
ICAL( O.DOll
PAGE 5 ] 2
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STAB!LITY CHARACTERISTICS
DATA mrY •T(4•OL C(_NF|GUNATX(_ DE•CRIPTI(_
(Ir•AlOlr) _) DATA NOT AVAIl.ABLE FOR ALL. ¢OND_T|(_8
(rJ4$O_,) _ OATA NOT AVA|LABL[ FOR ALL. coNr)]rT|_S
(fS410_M ) ,. N4•Z*N•FC AN:J |JJ|-I HOl'l Ir L. I_kfgCt EV|
(•$4|0|) I N4•, - H $ FC AE:J l RS| -11 H(_(_ k" L IPWSC; ZV:I
(Irs41iOJ) NA_)S.- N_ F'_'. ARJ|DS|'| nOi'lF L B_bI_C1 _Vt
-4 -I 0 • 4 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA CANARD (LEVTR AIL_CN RIr FERENCr ZNF'OM_A T ;ON
NACN 4.9S9
Is,
GoOOO D.ODD G.ODO G.OOG _REF
ZD._OO O.OOD O.OOO O.OOO L.R£F
15.5OO O.DD0 D.DOO 0.000 •R(T
_|.OOO D.OOO G.DOO O.OO0 XNRP






























- 8 - • - 4 - B G £ A
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BEI^, OEGREFS
CONFIGURATION D£$¢IIPTION ALPHA [L£VTR alLRCN
DATA NOT AVAILADL[ F_ ALL C¢_DITIOW$ D.0DD 0.oDD Q,O00
DATA NOT AYAILABL[ F(_I ALL C_D|TION$ D.ODD D.0OD _._DD
DATA NOT AYAILABL[ FC_ ALL CON_IT|ON5 D.DDO 0.000 0°000
OATA NOT AVAIl.AlL[ FOR ALL C_HD|T|ONS IS.SOD O.DDO U.DDO















































































-tO * • - 6
CONF|GUJaTaGNOESCilZPTION
N49Z-NJ_'C- ARII98|-J N(_EL BtMSO|l
DATa NOT AVAIt.ABL[ VOlt ALL C_DITIC_iQ
N4Ol-Nil.lr¢ ARI|Ji|-| 14_(L JZldlY,O$1
OA_A NOT &VA|LABL[ FOil ALL ¢ON_|_|ON|




- 4 - • G • 4








,' _' + + ]I




' Ii _ i
' I
i : [ i








"m_ e !, -• t.,,,.._ |
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DATA Jilt ITN•OL COIiF|GU•AT|ON •[$CN|PT|,OII
1||4_t,I Q NMI•-NIFC- A•:III]-i 14Q_[L DZWIOII
(,3436FI _ DATA NOT AVA|LAmLI FO• ALL C4_IU|T|ONS
IE3dlgF) N41Z-NSFC A•IIIA|-L NOD[L O2}d_VZO|I







i ' i iI
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-4 -I • • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA [LEVTR AZL•ON




O .n•o O.O0O IO.ODO
NACH $oj94
t




























































ll ! I I
II ! I I
I I I I 1
III li
II I II




"_1 I I I I
1_1 i I I
I r•Li I
I I I1_[
I I I I I_ll,
I!1 !1 7,,
II I I I
!1 I 11 "_
II I I I ``
I I I I I •
II I I I "_
II ! I I
I I I I i _ ....
II I II '_
I I I I I "g,.._




I I I | I
Iii II
I I I I I
II I II
III I!
II I I !
II I il
II I I I
I I I I I
111 II
II I II
II I I I
III II
I I I I I





-4 -I 0 • A I
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA [LJ£VTR A ZLRON
• .O•D •,••• 0,001;I
• ,nOn D.•DG D.DDC
O.O0• O,•nn O.•OG
1|.8•• •.I)OG O.•Dn
O.•OO IP.•D n SO.COO
IDol• -I• • •
DATA let IIYllidOI. ¢_IrIGURAT|_ DII_,R|Plr|OIN
(idlAllir) E) DATa Ik_l' AVAII, JlkE ir_II ALL ¢OfinlTlO((I
lidlillir) _ OAlA _OT AVA|LAILE ir_ ALl CCWg|TiONI
(llillP) •ATA NOT AVAIL.AlL( irC(I ALl. ¢CND|TiON1
Ili4JIIN) •AT N | i6E FOR L ¢_DITI_I
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-D -e -4 -• O • 4







|DATa MT llwNDOL ¢ONV|GURATI_ DESCRIPTICW
(ll|4Slf) _) DATA NOT AVAIL_IL[ F_ ALL ¢_iGITION$
(l|4S,I r) _ DATA NOT &¥A/I.ADL[ P*OI_ ALL C_DIT|ON£
([|4Sll r ; DATA NOT A¥&|L.ADL.[ F_r ALl. ¢_NGITIONS
| rsIJSN) _ iIl-AeLE FOil l. CC_DITION$
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
oaTa lit 8Y_801. ¢CW_IGURITIC_ GEI¢IIP_IGN ALPNA [LEVTR A|LRON
I13411F) _) N4I_-NI_C- lllllll-I GI_ |hlOll O.OOD O.ODU O.OQG
I[1411F) _ OATA NOT aVA|l,.AIL[ FI:_I AL_ COlIDl_IOl41 0.O_ O.09D D.OOD
([141lr) N4_I*NIF¢ llllll|*l NGG[L IlI411VIOII O,O00 O.DO0 O.QO0
(IIIIIHI 0Ira A IL BLE _I L ¢OI41GITIO4tl IS.S U @O
















































































































N+II-MIF¢- lIIllll-I MOtEl IIWIOll
+a+l IOT aV£IL+IL[ FOIl ALL ¢¢NDITI_II
N4II-NIIr¢ iJll IL illll - l I_I[L IIWSY201 |
N4 I_I-Nd_lr¢ AIIllll|-$ I_IL II_YlOl I
OATI 1101" &VA|L,I, II.[ FOIl ALL COHOITIOI4I












-4 -I 0 • 4


























-4 - £ D
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
CONFIGURATION D[SCRIPTION
DATA HOT AVA|LAOb[ FO_ ALL CONDITION&
DATA NOT AYAZLA|L[ FOil ALL CON_JTI_D
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOil ALL COfiD|T|ON8
DATA NOT AVAZLADL[ POll ALL C(_I_|T|ONS















































I1.11 i - " " -Z 1 ! ' '1 I.
; I I _ I l
l,e I J I _ I
_ i .,I _ _ '
• i _ j I
&°8 .i I J . I :
i : j].j
1.4 : J i i
i r,..I I ___
i i i i
! "" " J.I
I
1i 0 , i ' " 1 i
• , i !
O°B 'i u'° : _ --"
I , , L
0.1 L L I
I I I
i i _ .,, .j i
0._ : - _ t....
_ i L .__.. _" "
i ........
: , J_i_ ' _
O0 I [; : [
i I i
: i ! ; J ,
I _ '•.4.J i ' : ' i
! t .I I.
i
1 !l L
0 4 • _ : i-- ° .....
_- ;t i
; ., _ ,..,.,_ _ : .--
-,g,G -_ - ' ! . I ,
i i. i ' , i
°'; i ....o- _ ; I , _ .....
. ,,.._,...,_l..,,,_....
i i k' 'I ''
-- , . _
I ', ,i .] ill
• IIIIII *III - • * • - 4 - II 0 • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PaTa _rT 8Y_llOi. ¢"_IdFIIUIITI¢IN PIII:IIPTIGOI aLPHa [LEVTR A|LRON
IiIaIIF) _ #4II-_IF¢- Ailliil-I IIOGIL I_dlOl I O.O_O O.OOO O,PO0
|arl4llF) _ OATA NOT AVA|LIIL[ Fell ALL ¢ONO|TIONI *'J,noo o.ono O.OO0
II[361SF ) M49 Z -)tSlrl_ Jbll11911|*S II_GI_L ll2_ ¥ Im01. ! O.IDOO O.OOG D.GO rs
£1[31LLJl/t) I)ATA NOT AVA|L.AIIL IT IrO_ ALl. C_tO|TI[_I, ||.SCIO O.O00 _.OOl)




















































































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOIl ALL C_DITiONI
DATA NOT AVA|LABLE FOR ALL ¢_DITI_S
_ATA NOT AVAil.AlL( FOR ALL C_-_DITION$
OATA NOT AYLILalLE _CHI aL_ ¢,.,L_IDIT|eW$







-4 -I O • 4
SInE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
AL_:Ha £k£VTR AZLRON
O.OD{) D.CIDG n. OOD
O.OOO O.OOO n. ODO
O .ODD O.0D9 D.ODD



















-111 - • - •
II¢11 I.II4




























DaTa srT 8¥mI0_ ¢QNFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
( KB4| Jlllr ) i_l N4IIZ-NSFC AIIl$gll| -1 NOID[ L B2_r_Y_O|l



















































































OATA Im'T IYNaOL CONF|GURAT|GI¢ C[SCRIPT|¢t4
(_i41_; _:)' N41£-NIFC AR||III-I ;K)C£L
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OATA I111" IYNIIOL C(;_FZGURAT|_ DlrliCRZPT|ION
(1_14111F ; Q W41£-NIIIrC aRSZll_-| NOD[L IIZWIVZ011
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
10 S$ £0 £e
DAIA I_T 8YNB_L _t,_t_P|G_R_TI_a_ _£SCR_-TION
([I4SSF; Q _4_Z-M&FC A_A_I-S M_[_ IZldeVZCll

































































-SO - I 0 $ 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, B;-TA, DEGREES
DATA _T •YNOOf. C084FIGURATIDN O[JCRI_TION
¢Ii41IF) _ NAI£-NIFC AR11•S|-I NC_(L B_W6V_011





























" • • • 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
PAIIANITIIZC VALiI(41
l1.0110 OIL 0.000
O. Oel@ £LIVlll n.onO
O.OIIO










DATA HilT. C_£ s
























-li -4 -4 - J O •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETh, DEGREES
PARAlllr TR| C VALIUI[ I
|l .ODO DEL li. DOD
O.lioli Iri.r V lrll 0.o1,10
o.oOli
OaTA Hilt. (CO( eli
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13aTa HILT. ¢,C_[ _.[
AR11981 -I MODEL B2WBV2 CE3414J)


























- II - II -4
- 8 0 •
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PaliANf TR IC VALUES
51.000 Olri. a. OOO
0 . 000 £LEV 1"1 0 . 000
0.000
DA1.a NIOT. C_JE sir
ARt 1981-I MODEL 82W6¥2 (E3414J)








































-1• - 41 - • - 4 - • 0 £
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
PA•AN[TII|C VAL UI[ I
ALIIIMIA ll|.O•O _Ir L • . C10+'I
Of• •.000 [LEVTII O,ooo
AILJIOIi n .000
• ATA N|IT. C_C *+_
ARII9BI-I MODEL B2WGV2 (E3414J]





















o | - 4 - I_ 0 11 4




ALPHA S$.OO0 DEL O.DOG
DEN 0.000 £_EVTN O.GUO
a|_l_ 0.000
DATA HILT. C_£ 4"
^RIIgBI-I MODEL B2WGV2 [E3414J)
• • IO II
qEF(AENC[ |NF_NATION







24 aUG 71 P^GE 577
GRiT STUDY
I• • ""Ir'-'r -
i i i
$.0 - - •
i i II.R - -
i i i
|.4 - - -
i i i
l.R - - -
"'° !ii
0.0 : : :
-J i ] i
ill, _I !
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-.o., _ : : i i]
o* _: i i
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F I * "
SO _ .I .. ." " " i
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FOREBODY DRAG COEFF ICIENT.
B2W6V2CI2+TS] (S3405C)
I+MIOI. NACN PANAM[TIIC VALU[|
I_ I.RI4 M TA O.ODO D£L O O.DDD
[l (L D.OOO [VTDA| O.DOG
































DATA NIIT. C_[ T
M492-MSFC ARII98I-I MODEL B2WGV2CI2+TSI (53405C) 24 AUG 71 PAGE 579





































O.II 0.4 O.Q 0.6
PARAFIKT•|C VALU(•
INETA O.O00 gEL O.ODD
OKR • o.aGo LRVTRA O.GO0
rLROItiC O.OOO ANARD Q.OGG
_TA •|ST. C_K T




















.£11 .£D .15 .'lid ,OS .00 -.G$ -.'In
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT.
Palla_d[TIIIC VALU_ •
O. GOCI DIrL G.GOD
0.0100 LEYTNA 0.00(;I
O* rlOO ANAIID rl. riled
DATA Nll'l +. eGO[ +






















0.1 0.4 Gel @.ll
B2WGV2C 12+TS3 ($3405T)
DATA #1IT. C_[ T
ARII981-I MOOEL





.SO .£S .EO .2S .10 .OS .GO -.O5 -.SD
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT,
PARAN[TRIC VALUES
B(TA D.DDD _[L C O.OOO
IN EL D.ODO [VTRA| O._O
LRONCA O.OOD *ARD O.OOO
DATA HIJT. r(_[ T
































































OATA N|4T. C00[ NL41AV T
AR11981- I MODEL
O.R I.D l.l['















































O*nO n £L£VTR O.OOO
O.nOO CANARD O.DDO
DATA HIST. C_£ N.eAVT
ARllg8_-! MODEL B2VGV2C12 ($3405U?
-.1,
CLH





















0.8 0.4 O.I 0.8 |.0 1.8 1,4 l.e |.l
FOREBODY DRAG CdEFFICIENT, CDF
PANANKTR|C VALU[I
IKTA G,OOD 0[_ 0 G.OOO
KR I_ O,008 [VTNA| 0,ODG
LJIGIICA O.OOO NARD 0.000
B2WGV2C 12+ T$4 ( $3405V)

























1.0 1.8 1.4 I.Q 1.8
FOREBODY DRAG CdEFFICIENT, COF





























0 • : ,
L
0 4
0 • ;- °
I
[

























] I i i
; ! !
, I
J i i I
I ! I i
I J J i J







l.a |el 1o4 l_°6
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT,
PAmAI41[ TRI ¢ VALU( J
IKTA O.OOO O Ir_L O 50.000
[I El. SO.GO0 FVTIIAI 30.000
LmGNCA O.000 NAJIO O.0O0
DaTa NI&T. CoOK T
























_YA N|ST. C_E Y
ARli981-I HODEL
1.0 I .£ 1,4 I . O 1.8
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF



































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
PARA_IR_C VALt)_ 6
0.000 OEL 0 3(},000
30.000 [VTRAI 30.r_OG
O,DGG NARD 0.DOG











B2W6V2CI2÷TSS (S340SX) 24 AUG ?l PAGE 593
GRIT STUDY
• alra NZOT. _OO[ I
M492-MSFC ARI 198I- 1 MODEL









B2WGV2C]2+TS7 CS3409Y] 24 AUG 71 PAGE 594
M492-MSFC
GRITSTUDY
DAIA HIS : , CO_. I
AIR1198i --_, HSgEl. B2W6VZC12+Tc__ [S340g+."





































-- • L .
F :
r i

























$.0 |.I 1.4 1.4,
FOREBODY OR^G COEFFICIENT,
PAIAIf(TI|C YlLg(I
dI(TA 0,000 D£L 0 30.000
(R EL IO.OOO [VTIA| _O.OOO
IJ14_iCA O.OOO IfARD O.OOO
GITA IfllIT. COOl 1+
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